Reaping the Benefits of Industry 4.0 Through Skills Development in Viet Nam

This report explores the implications of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) on the future of the job market in Viet Nam. It assesses how jobs, tasks, and skills are being transformed, particularly in logistics and agro-processing. These two industries are important for the country’s employment, economic growth, and international competitiveness and are also highly relevant for 4IR technologies. The report is part of a series developed from an Asian Development Bank study on trends in skills demand in Cambodia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Viet Nam.
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Talent and skills are valuable in powering knowledge-based economies. The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) has ushered in extraordinary technological advances, fusing boundaries of physical, digital, and biological worlds to create new paradigms in the way we live, work, and interact. These trends have heralded excitement and fear—excitement in advancing frontiers of human endeavor and fear of negative repercussions on jobs and rising inequalities.

To respond to questions and concerns in developing member countries of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) on how their economies can transition effectively to 4IR, the study "Reaping the Benefits of Industry 4.0 Through Skills Development in High-Growth Industries in Southeast Asia" builds an evidence based on opportunities, challenges, and promising approaches in 4IR. It covers Cambodia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Viet Nam with specific focus on two industries in each country deemed important for growth, employment, and 4IR: tourism and garments in Cambodia, food and beverage manufacturing and automotive manufacturing in Indonesia, information technology and business process outsourcing and electronics in the Philippines, and agro-processing and logistics in Viet Nam.

Much has been written about anticipated loss of millions of jobs arising from automation. At ADB, we take a tempered view. The study reaffirms a positive outlook to 4IR creating new opportunities for quality jobs. While many jobs will indeed be lost as a result of automation, new jobs will emerge through the adoption of technologies that will increase worker productivity and competitiveness of nations, thereby leading to greater prosperity. However, tapping such benefits is predicated on increasing investments in skills development and greater efforts by companies to upskill their workforce to perform new and higher order roles in complementarity with machines.

Adoption of 4IR technologies can increase efficiency and productivity. They enable real-time tracking of supply chains for production and inventory management of raw materials and finished goods. Use of artificial intelligence and machine learning can provide insights into consumer behavior to customize production. Robotic process automation can relieve tedious and repetitive labor-intensive activities, allowing time for higher order functions. Augmented reality and virtual reality can be helpful to train workers in new tasks that they were not familiar with, or skilled in, earlier. Application of 4IR technologies helps developing countries move up the value chain in their products and services. Timely skills development can ensure that automation and artificial intelligence can benefit workers at large.

The study has resulted in a suite of country reports for Cambodia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Viet Nam, and a synthesis report that captures common elements across the four. They seek to provide policy makers with research and evidence-based solutions for skills and talent development to strengthen the countries' readiness for a transition to 4IR.
The role of governments is crucial in ensuring equitable access to skills development. We expect to see a new balance between physical and virtual workplaces as the gig economy, where employers increasingly rely on part-time freelance workers on short-term contracts, takes firmer position, and widespread digital transformation of citizen services that call for basic digital capabilities in all population groups and rising opportunities for those with advanced digital skills. Job losses will be real, however, a well-prepared 4IR strategy with industry transformation roadmaps that are recommended in the study can convert disruptions to opportunities to pivot the workforce to new and modern occupations.

The study was completed prior to the coronavirus disease (COVID-19). It is apparent that COVID-19 is accelerating digital transformation. Companies deploying 4IR technologies are likely to recover faster from heavy disruptions arising from the pandemic and be more resilient in the future. Beyond COVID-19, market analysts predict a ‘new normal’ where digital strategies adopted during the lockdown due to the pandemic will pick up pace. Consumer and producer behavior will most likely be altered permanently with greater digital exposure. The study’s recommendations to strengthen widespread digital capabilities, enhance online/distance learning, digital platforms, education technology (EdTech), and simulation-based learning have become more relevant in the aftermath of COVID-19. The study also points to the scope for closer collaboration between public and private sectors, which is also quite relevant in the COVID-19 context. The findings of this study are thus very timely in the discourse to facilitate a sustainable bounce-back from COVID-19, as countries aspire for accelerating economic diversification and boosting competitiveness using the pandemic as an opportunity for structural reforms.

We welcome your feedback on this report and continued engagement with all stakeholders.

---

Woochong Um  
Director General  
Sustainable Development and Climate Change Department

Ramesh Subramaniam  
Director General  
South East Asia Department
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4IR</td>
<td>Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADB</td>
<td>Asian Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>Association of Southeast Asian Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>information and communication technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labour Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITM</td>
<td>industry transformation map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSMEs</td>
<td>micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEP</td>
<td>Systematic Tracking of Exchanges in Procurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVET</td>
<td>technical and vocational education and training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive Summary

Background of the Study

The future of jobs is at the heart of the development conundrum in developing countries in the Asia and Pacific region in the coming years, and preparing the workforce of the future with the right skills and capabilities is central to the technical and vocational education and training (TVET) and skills development portfolio of the Asian Development Bank (ADB). In recent years, disruptive technologies have intensified worries around extensive job losses arising from automation and potential disappearance of the comparative advantage of countries based on competitive labor costs. Hence, the readiness of developing countries to effectively transition to Industry 4.0 or the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR), has become an area of concern. To understand the implications of 4IR on the future of jobs and to prepare education and training institutions for labor markets, ADB undertook a study to capture the anticipated transformations of jobs, tasks, and skills and to outline policy directions to prepare the workforce for the future.

Scope of the Study

The study covers Cambodia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Viet Nam and includes the following features:

(i) Focus on two industries per country deemed important for growth, employment, and 4IR: tourism and garments (Cambodia); food and beverages, and automotive manufacturing (Indonesia); information technology and business process outsourcing (or IT-BPO) and electronics manufacturing (Philippines); and agro-processing and logistics (Viet Nam).

(ii) Survey of employers in the chosen industries, a modeling exercise to estimate job displacements and gains, a survey of training institutions on their readiness for 4IR, and analysis of data from online job portals from each of the countries to assess skills demand trends.

(iii) Assessment of the policy landscape for harnessing the potential of 4IR to increase productivity, facilitate skills development, and incentivize industry based on benchmarks derived from international trends and experiences.

(iv) Recommendations to strengthen policy approaches to 4IR, particularly keeping in mind the investments needed for new approaches to skills and training, and the strategies and actions needed to prepare the country’s workforce for 4IR.
The COVID-19 Effect

The study was undertaken and completed prior to the spread of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19), which has caused unprecedented disruptions to labor markets and to the activities of the global workforce. This study’s policy recommendations and strategies to strengthen widespread digital capabilities, enhance online/distance learning, digital platforms, education technology (or edtech), and simulation-based learning have become even more relevant in the aftermath of COVID-19. The key approaches discussed in the report bear great relevance to the current context of countries experiencing nationwide closures of schools and training institutes. The expectation is also that, post-COVID-19, there will be operating procedures in the workplace that constitute a “new normal” and will require enhanced digital capabilities. Hence, the findings of this study and the follow-on policy directions are very timely and crucial for facilitating a sustainable COVID-19 recovery strategy.

The two sectors chosen for the study in Viet Nam, agro-processing and logistics, have been adversely affected by the pandemic. In agro-processing, because of the pervasive impact on supply chains and value chains, the industry will need to rethink potential lasting shifts in consumer behavior in dealing with the COVID-19 response. Food retailers are likely to scale up e-commerce. The logistics part of the sector is likely to become more tech-oriented, calling for new skills and talent. More broadly, the logistics sector is expected to experience a significant upswing after COVID-19, arising from the growth of e-commerce and the changing nature of retail business due to the pandemic. Recovery from COVID-19 will entail embracing digital supply chains and launching digital sales and marketing initiatives. Hence, the upskilling and reskilling on 4IR-related occupations is even more urgent for the revival of the economy and economic stimulus needed post-COVID-19.

The study obviously does not address the implications of COVID-19 in Viet Nam; however, the policy directions and future investments for higher order skills, particularly in the digital domain, are eminently suitable for the country to reimagine new beginnings for the two sectors.

Key Findings

As the study covered four countries in Southeast Asia, a report has been prepared for each—Cambodia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Viet Nam. A synthesis report compiling key findings and a comparative picture across these countries is also available. This report covers the key findings of the study for Viet Nam. The logistics and agro-processing industries were selected for an analysis of the implications of 4IR for jobs, tasks, and skills in Viet Nam. These industries hold importance for national employment, growth, international competitiveness, and relevance for 4IR technologies. The logistics (proxied by data provided for the industry classification “Transportation and Storage”) industry accounted for 3.3% of total employment and 2.9% of gross domestic product in 2017, and 1.8% of total exports in 2016; the agro-processing industry accounted for 5.8% of total employment in 2016, and 15% of gross domestic product in 2018, and food products accounted for 2.7% of total exports while textiles accounted for 16.3%.

The study finds that 4IR will have a transformational effect on jobs and skills in both industries, with great potential for jobs and productivity that can be reaped through adequate investments in skills and training. Key findings from the study include:

(i) 4IR will bring both job displacement and job gains.
   (a) Application of 4IR technologies will lead to a loss of jobs arising from automation; however, it could also lead to new labor demand through productivity increases, and the
study estimates a positive net effect on jobs in both industries. While 26% of the current workforce in logistics and 33% of those in agro-processing could potentially be displaced by 4IR technologies, there will also be additional demand. It is estimated that there will be additional labor demand in the logistics (by 38%) and agro-processing (by 68%) industries leading to positive job gains.

(b) Significant productivity improvements are expected in both industries with the application of 4IR technologies. The study reports that 41% of employers in logistics and 31% of those in agro-processing, expect productivity improvements of over 25% from the application of 4IR technologies by 2030. However, it is also acknowledged that the cost of adopting 4IR technology is high.

(c) The study warns that there are no guarantees that displaced workers can seamlessly move into new jobs that will emerge from productivity increases, without adequate and timely investments in skills development.

(ii) Jobs will shift from routine, physical tasks to higher order tasks with 4IR.

(a) The research indicates an increase in the time spent on nonroutine tasks, as well as analytical tasks across both industries. In both industries, there would likely be large decreases in the time that workers spend on routine physical tasks. For example, for agro-processing, by 2030, workers could be spending over 12% less time in a working week on routine physical tasks with 4IR.

(b) With diminishing manual and physical activities in a 4IR workplace, skills such as evaluation, judgment, and decision-making are expected to become far more important in both industries by 2030. Surveyed employers, as well as information from online job portals, illustrate the growing importance of such skills compared to routine physical and just technical skills.

(iii) Skills shortages and inadequate skill levels in both industries need to be addressed.

(a) While preparing the workforce for 4IR, it is important to address the overall skills shortages and a lack of preparation of people for the workplace. Over 60% of employers in the logistics and agro-processing industries reported that graduates hired in the past year have not been adequately prepared by their pre-hire education and/or training.

(b) Employers in both industries stress the importance of training and skills development in preparation for 4IR. On-the-job training will be crucial to deliver the required skill shift. The logistics industry will require close to 37 million additional person trainings while the agro-processing industry will need 33 million additional person-trainings (one-person training refers to training one worker, in one skill from the average level required by their occupation in their industry in 2018 to the required level in 2030) by 2030. Education and training institutions also need to augment preparation of graduates for entry level positions.

(iv) Training institutions in Viet Nam need to prepare for the challenges of 4IR

(a) There is strong alignment between the skills that training institutions believe will be particularly important due to 4IR and the perceptions of employers in the logistics and agro-processing industries. However, some training institutions may be struggling to keep pace with the rate of change in skills demand. For example, 47% of training institutions surveyed review and update their curricula less than annually, and less than half of institutions provide information on job market conditions to their students.

(b) Engagement with business also appears to be strong, with 43% of training institutions stating that they communicate and coordinate with employers in relevant industries several times a year and 22% stating that they engage on a monthly basis (or even more regularly).
Of all training institutions, 77% reported working with employers on curriculum input, while 73% reported that they organize internships, with over 60% organizing workplace-based training, job fairs, and train-the-teacher programs. However, the study suggests that there is a need to evaluate the quality of such partnerships.

(c) Despite the reported close engagement with industry, the study finds a significant mismatch in the perceptions on skill preparation between employers and training institutions. While 80% of training institutions believe that their graduates are well-prepared for the 4IR workforce, only 37% of employers in logistics and 39% agro-processing.

(d) Of the surveyed training institutions, 56% reported that they already have dedicated programs related to 4IR skills; 71% reported plans to develop or expand programs for 4IR by 2025. While this is an encouraging trend, it is critical to assess the quality and relevance of such training and their alignment with employer needs. A structured needs assessment for training for 4IR is needed, as almost 80% of training institutions surveyed stated that additional financial and technical support is needed.

(v) Courses and training delivery have begun to change but further transformation is needed.

(a) The study finds promising self-reported trends in training institutions of adopting technology for teaching and learning, particularly digital training. Over half reported using interactive videos. However, the deployment of advanced technologies is still limited—only 4% of training institutions have adopted virtual learning platforms. The quality and standards used in these new tools are also yet to be ascertained.

(b) Training institutions have a strong focus on instructor and teacher assessment. However, exposure of teachers and trainers to the workplace appears limited. Of the surveyed training institutions, 80% have annual or semi-annual performance reviews for teachers, but only 52% provide teachers with on-the-job time devoted to gaining practical knowledge and new teaching techniques.

(vi) Viet Nam’s 4IR policies and strategies are in the right direction and need active implementation.

(a) Viet Nam’s 4IR strategy is a work in progress. The Central Institute for Economic Management is finalizing a comprehensive national strategy; a first draft has been completed, but it has not been made publicly available, so as of writing there is no formal direction or policy on 4IR. Where there are directives, decisions, and policies relevant to future skills and/or 4IR, they tend to offer only high-level guidance without much specificity (e.g., urging leaders at all levels to improve awareness of job opportunities coming from vocational education).

(b) There are also gaps in key policy areas related to 4IR, including the lack of awareness of in-demand jobs and skills and the lack of strong incentives for firms to invest in relevant training.

(c) Greater efforts are needed to promote inclusiveness linked to 4IR. There are large gaps in training of employees in urban areas (30.9%) versus rural areas (9.0%). Given the currently limited social protection even for regular workers, there is still some way to go to protect on-demand, or flexible workers in the new economy.
Key Recommendations and Way Forward

To address current gaps in policy actions and enhance the effectiveness of implementation mechanisms, seven recommendations have been identified for Viet Nam to strengthen its preparedness toward 4IR. A multi-stakeholder approach to the actions in each of these recommendations will be critical to their effectiveness. For each, a potential lead from either the government or private sector has been identified, alongside a list of stakeholders suggested to be engaged when developing and implementing the recommended actions. These recommended actions include:

(i) **Develop 4IR transformation roadmaps for key sectors.** As the 4IR strategy is launched by Viet Nam, a practical starting point for its implementation could be to develop Singapore-style Industry Transformation Maps, which provide information on technology impacts, career pathways, and the skills required for different occupations and reskilling options for different industries. Industry-specific roadmaps for the logistics and agro-processing industries could be a useful starting point. This would include the creation of skills councils, i.e., employer-led organizations that would support the development of occupational standards and qualifications frameworks in different industries.

(ii) **Develop a series of industry-led TVET programs targeting skills for 4IR.** Building on ongoing efforts to improve linkages between TVET and industry, Viet Nam could develop programs specifically for 4IR, including new courses, credentials, and quality assurance mechanisms. The initial focus could be on the logistics and agro-processing industries. The McKinsey-founded independent nonprofit Generation is a good example of an industry-led program. Over 30,000 people from 13 countries have graduated from its programs. Of this number, 81% were employed within 3 months after graduation and received salaries two to six times higher than their previous earnings.

(iii) **Upgrade training delivery through 4IR technology in classrooms and training facilities.** Technology adoption in the classroom in Viet Nam for the world of 4IR appears limited. Greater deployment of new technologies such as virtual reality, augmented reality, and simulation would strengthen workforce readiness. Given the substantial need for on-the-job training, it is recommended to explore potential digital platforms to deliver skills development at scale. These new approaches need to permeate high schools, TVET institutions, polytechnics, and higher education institutions. Preparation of a systematic suite of 4IR methodologies for use in training delivery would be valuable.

(iv) **Develop flexible and modular skill certification programs.** It is recommended that Viet Nam develop flexible certification programs that recognize skills attainment outside traditional education channels. A good example of a skill-based accreditation system is the Malaysian Skills Certification Program, under which skill certificates are granted to workers who do not have any formal educational qualifications but who have obtained relevant knowledge, experience, and skills in the workplace to enhance their career prospects.

(v) **Build programs to raise awareness of reskilling benefits, critical skills, and training opportunities.** Besides the benefits of reskilling, it is also important that workers and employers are informed about the requisite skills and how to leverage them. This could include developing real-time online information and mobile applications on in-demand skills (similar to New Zealand’s “Occupation Outlook”) and developing an outreach program to inform workers and employers of available skills training and support. For example, the Government of Singapore has established a dedicated unit to reach out to firms and educate them about worker reskilling needs and opportunities under the government’s skills training courses.
Implement an incentive scheme for firms to train employees for 4IR. There are minimal private sector incentives to invest in skills development in Viet Nam due to market failures relating to information asymmetries. A starting point to address these incentives could be to survey employers regarding more investment in training, and to test a range of incentives, including tax relief in exchange for employees going through training programs (whether through TVET, third-party training institutes, or in-house) or offering delivery of TVET programs on-site for large employers. The cost–benefit of each scheme would then need to be rigorously assessed before being piloted.

Formulate new approaches and measures to strengthen inclusion and social protection in the context of 4IR. It is critical to ensure that the country’s journey toward 4IR includes providing opportunities to the underprivileged. Support for three types of workers is needed: entry level workers, workers at risk of job displacement, and workers needing upskilling. Modern delivery mechanisms, including digital platforms with industry-recognized credentials can reach the underprivileged in remote locations. Viet Nam could analyze variations in access to critical skills by age, gender, geography, and economic background. This could then inform the targeted training programs, which could be developed in conjunction with the private sector. For example, Microsoft has established several targeted programs that address the relative disadvantages faced by at-risk youth, women, long-term unemployed individuals, and people with disabilities.

While these recommendations apply to both the logistics and agro-processing industries, there are a set of priorities unique to each industry that should be considered when implementing the respective actions. These include:

Logistics. Leverage the growth of the local e-commerce industry to build 4IR readiness, improve the capacity of employers to deliver on-the-job training, and develop a standardized set of 4IR skills requirements and training curricula.

Agro-processing. Address the disproportionate impact of technological disruption on females; enhance employers’ knowledge of 4IR technologies; and support 4IR knowledge transfer from large companies to micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises.
CHAPTER 1
The Industry 4.0 Skills Challenge

This chapter investigates the supply and demand of skills driven by Industry 4.0 (4IR) technology adoption for both the logistics and agro-processing industries in Viet Nam. The analysis utilized a range of data, including employer surveys and interviews, online job board data, and national labor market statistics.

In both industries, the impact of 4IR will be transformative for jobs and skills. The analysis shows that despite widespread concerns of significant automation and loss of jobs associated with 4IR, the net impact on jobs for both industries to 2030 is likely to be positive, with more jobs being created than displaced. However, there are no guarantees that displaced workers can seamlessly move into these new jobs, as they will likely lack the relevant skills. While the overall patterns of impact in the two industries are similar, there are some important differences. The displacement of jobs in the agro-processing industry is far larger than the logistics sector and could particularly impact women. Of the total jobs that could be displaced in agro-processing by 2030, 64% are currently held by women.

In terms of skills, judgment and decision-making will become more important by 2030 in both industries, but the agro-processing industry will also require significant increases in technical skills. There is also a greater need for advanced level skills in agro-processing versus logistics.

By 2030, the logistics industry will require over 37 million additional person trainings and the agro-processing industry will need 33 million.\(^1\) In the logistics industry, 65% of this skill gap will have to be addressed on the job, meaning the technical and vocational education and training (TVET) sector will have to increasingly play a role in these forms of trainings. In the agro-processing industry, longer formal trainings will also be of crucial importance, allowing for a more traditional TVET approach.

Industry 4.0 and the Relevance for Viet Nam

4IR is a widely used but often misunderstood term that refers to a range of new technologies impacting the workplace. The term was first conceptualized to describe data exchange technologies used in manufacturing. However, the term has now been given a broader meaning (and sometimes referred to as the Fourth Industrial Revolution), where it refers to technologies applied across all sectors that combine the physical, digital, and biological worlds.\(^2\) These technologies include cyber-physical systems, the Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), cloud computing, and cognitive computing.

---

\(^1\) One-person training refers to training one worker, in one skill from the average level required by their occupation in their industry in 2018 to the required level in 2030.

4IR is a very different concept from previous industrial revolutions, both in terms of scope and technologies (Figure 1). The First Industrial Revolution in the 18th century was marked by a transition from hand production methods to machines through the use of steam power and water power. The Second Industrial Revolution occurred in the 19th century and involved the use of extensive railroad networks and the telegraph to allow faster transfer of people and ideas, combined with factory electrification and the creation of mass production assembly line approaches. The Third Industrial Revolution occurred in the late 20th century and is often referred to as the digital revolution, involving the use of computers and the Internet, robots and automation, and electronics. 4IR builds on these past industrial revolutions, but includes a far broader array of technologies with applicability across all industries. In this regard, it is fundamentally different from the past industrial revolutions in its potential implications for economies and the workforce.

Figure 1: What is Industry 4.0?

Source: Asian Development Bank and AlphaBeta.
What could 4IR mean for Viet Nam? According to the Central Institute for Economic Management (CIEM), 4IR technology could increase Viet Nam’s gross domestic product by between $28.5 billion and $62 billion by 2030, equivalent to a rise of 7%–16%, compared to 2018, as a result of increased productivity and employment opportunities. One key driver of this large upside opportunity is limited digital adoption to date. In 2018, the World Bank scored Viet Nam at 0.46 out of 1.00 on its Digital Adoption Index, behind fellow Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) member states Singapore, Malaysia, and Thailand; however, for business digital adoption, Viet Nam scored second to last out of the seven ASEAN member states assessed.¹ Recent research by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) confirms that 85% of industrial enterprises in Viet Nam remain outsiders to 4IR.² By contrast, Viet Nam appears to be well prepared for 4IR from an employee skill level. According to a 4IR readiness assessment conducted by the Ministry of Industry and Trade and UNDP, the “employee skills” score was significantly above other measures of readiness.

With the large potential of 4IR, it is only understandable that there are concerns about the impact on employment from such new technologies. Most concerns revolve around fears that 4IR could lead to mass unemployment as (i) workers are replaced by machines; or (ii) workers do not have the right skills to effectively work alongside 4IR technologies or transition into new emerging jobs. These fears are exacerbated by how, according to recent research, only 2%–4% of enterprises have sufficiently equipped employees with knowledge and skills to cope with 4IR (footnote 4).

Understanding how the skills landscape is likely to change under 4IR is becoming harder in the face of the rapid pace at which technology is developing and being adopted. This means traditional approaches of assessing skill gaps, often relying on time-intensive processes to collect data that quickly become outdated, may no longer be suitable. This study explores a new innovative approach to understanding the labor market implications of 4IR that tries to address gaps in previous studies. Some key design aspects of the methodology include:

(i) **Use of local data.** This study utilizes a variety of local data sources, including the Viet Nam national labor force survey, the World Bank’s Skills Measurement Program (STEP) survey for Viet Nam, as well as surveys of Vietnamese businesses in the logistics and agro-processing industries.

(ii) **Use of current market information.** Given the rapid change in the labor market, existing labor market surveys can become quickly obsolete. To address this concern, this report utilizes information on skill profiles for current occupations advertised in online job portals in Viet Nam.

(iii) **Focus on supply, not just demand.** Much of the past research has examined only changes in occupations and skills related to 4IR. This study aims to go further by examining the supply landscape, including understanding the volume and types of training required and conducting a survey of current training institutes in Viet Nam to understand the degree to which they are currently addressing the shifts in demand for skills being seen in this analysis.

---


Industry Selection

Two industries were chosen to conduct this analysis of 4IR implications for the demand and supply of skills. A two-step methodology was used to select the industries:

(i) **Shortlisting industries prioritized by the Government of Viet Nam for future growth or for 4IR application.** This included reviewing the Five-Year Socio-Economic Development Plan 2016–2020 and the Industrial Development Strategy through 2025, vision to 2035.

(ii) **Scoring and ranking shortlisted industries according to a set of criteria:**

   (a) How significant is the industry’s contribution to the country’s employment?
   (b) Does it exhibit strong recent employment growth?
   (c) Are its exports internationally competitive?
   (d) Is 4IR of relevance to the industry?
   (e) Are relevant data available for the industry analysis?

The industries were then tested with various stakeholders during a country consultation in July 2019. Based on this process, the logistics and agro-processing industry were selected for the analysis.

(i) **Logistics.** The logistics industry is a significant contributor to employment in Viet Nam. According to the International Labour Organization and Viet Nam’s Statistical Yearbook 2017, the transportation and storage industry contributed 3.3% to total employment in 2017 and employment grew by 4.56% annually from 2015–2017. However, logistics costs in Viet Nam remain higher than the ASEAN average, which in turn can impact Viet Nam’s international competitiveness. Recent data suggest some signs of improvement. For example, in the World Bank’s Logistics Performance Index, Viet Nam ranked 39th out of 160 countries in 2018, a 25-rank improvement since 2016. 4IR technologies could significantly improve the performance of the logistics industry. 4IR components—like product classification, labelling and arrangement, or automatic monitoring of inventory—will be crucial as the supply chains mature in Viet Nam. This industry is also strategically important to fuel further growth in other industries as it is heavily integrated into Viet Nam’s rapidly growing sectors, including e-commerce.

(ii) **Agro-processing.** The agro-processing industry encompasses early stages of the production value chain for the manufacture of food products, beverages, tobacco products, textiles, leather and related products, wood and products of wood and cork, as well as paper and paper products. Data from the General Statistics Office indicate that the agro-processing industry represented 5.8% of Viet Nam’s total employment in 2016. The actual activities for these manufacturing subsectors that could be described as agro-processing may be closer to 4.5% of all jobs in the economy of Viet Nam (equivalent to about 31% of industrial jobs). The industry is also showing strong growth (employment has grown annually by 5.3% from

---
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2014–2016 on average). According to Viet Nam’s Industrial Development Strategy, in the period to 2025, raising the proportion of processing of key agricultural products in accordance with the restructuring of the agricultural sector will be prioritized. Viet Nam is looking to apply international standards for processing agricultural products, thus building trademarks and improving competitiveness. Agro-processing is currently underdeveloped in Viet Nam and 4IR technologies could create an opportunity for it to move up the value chain from simply focusing on raw produce and primary agriculture. Dairy processing is already emerging as a strong, end-to-end value chain in Viet Nam, and others are likely to follow. The close link to agriculture also means that agro-processing could combat the decline in employment seen in agriculture.9

Logistics Industry

The logistics industry stands to be a major beneficiary of 4IR, with productivity benefits driven by a range of different technologies. However, 4IR technology adoption is likely going to lead to significant job displacement in the short run, with 26% of all jobs affected. The challenge will be to redirect these workers into new occupations, as well as provide them with the right skills to continue in their occupations in an 4IR-dominated landscape. To achieve this, a significant amount of additional training between 2018 and 2030 will be required. Over 60% of this training will need to be provided on-the-job.

Relevance of 4IR

4IR technology in the logistics sector is being driven by several macroeconomic trends. These include:

(i) **Global supply chains.** Increasingly globalized supply chains require more complex management to understand how to manage stock levels and keep track of goods in transit.

(ii) **Changing consumer trends.** Consumers are increasingly demanding more customization of products and faster turnaround times, which in turn places pressures on logistics systems.

(iii) **Greater focus on reliability of production and transport systems.** As facilities increasingly move toward 24-hour production, equipment reliability becomes even more critical. 4IR-enabled warehouses have robust monitoring systems to identify potential maintenance issues before they cause downtime.10

(iv) **Challenges in workforce availability.** One of the biggest challenges facing the logistics industry today is labor availability. The e-commerce revolution is rapidly increasing demand for logistics; however, the available workforce is not able to keep pace.11

There are various specific 4IR technologies for the logistics sector, ranging from digital technologies enabling smart factories through to IoT technology to provide real-time information on products. Some key technologies include:

(i) **Internet of Things.** IoT refers to networks of sensors and actuators embedded in machines and other physical objects that connect with one another and the Internet. It has a wide range of applications, including data collection, monitoring, decision-making, and process optimization.\(^\text{12}\) DHL predicts that IoT technology will represent nearly a $2 billion opportunity for the logistics industry, including smart warehousing, real-time transport, and predictive delivery.\(^\text{13}\) For example, radio frequency identification (RFID) tags on containers can track products as they move from the factory to stores, allowing companies to avoid stock-outs and losses. Singapore’s YCH Group reduced stock turnaround time by 20% in a 220,000 square foot warehouse of close to 3,000 stock-keeping units by using RFID systems for more accurate pallet sorting.\(^\text{14}\)

(ii) **Blockchain technology.** Blockchain technology refers to a list of public records, also known as a public ledger, where transactions between parties are listed or stored. Each record, known as a “block” within blockchain terminology, is secured using cryptography. Blockchain can make accessing and storing important information easier and more reliable (e.g., payment information, status of deliveries), because responsibility for storing it is shared across the whole network.\(^\text{15}\)

(iii) **Artificial intelligence and big data.** Big data refers to the ability to analyze extremely large volumes of data, extract insights, and act on them closer to real time. This has a range of benefits in the logistics sector, including being able to use predictive analytics to finetune production volumes and processes and better supply chain management. For example, order picking is one of the most important process steps in logistics. User studies performed in storage environments have shown Augmented Reality can improve processes on a big scale.\(^\text{16}\)

(iv) **Industry robotics.** Industrial robots can significantly improve productivity in the logistics sector and there has been increased investment in robots in this sector in response to drivers such as wage costs, 24x7 production requirements, and high levels of staff turnover. Robots are increasingly being used for functions ranging from forklift operations to mobile security and even using “swarm robotics” (i.e., multi-robot systems that consist of large numbers of mostly simple mobile robots) in parcel delivery (footnote 11).

(v) **Additive manufacturing.** This describes the technologies that build 3D objects by adding layer-upon-layer of material. Additive manufacturing is potentially a threat to the logistics sector if it results in a significant shortening of the supply chain by bringing production closer to demand centers.

---


Adoption of 4IR technologies across the logistics industry in Viet Nam has been limited. According to World Bank research, modern supply chain technology applications have not been broadly adopted in Viet Nam.\(^{17}\) However, both this and the current study show that several companies are planning to introduce many of these technologies. For example, 63% of logistics firms surveyed in Viet Nam stated that they plan to introduce technologies related to 4IR over the next 5 years (Figure 2).\(^{18}\)

The impacts of 4IR technology adoption can potentially be significant. For example, international research has shown that an increase of 10% in the capital stock of AI-enabling technologies (software, databases, computer hardware, and machinery) per worker could increase labor productivity in the transport and logistics industry by 2.2%–11.4% across countries.\(^{19}\) It should be noted that this research was limited to generally more developed economies, with the People’s Republic of China being the closest to Viet Nam (in terms of gross domestic product per capita), where the effect of AI appears largest. This suggests that productivity impacts from 4IR could be larger for emerging economies such as Viet Nam, which aligns with the survey data, where more than 50% of employers in the logistics industry anticipated productivity improvements of 10%–50% from adopting 4IR over the next 5 years (Figure 3).

![Figure 2: Sentiments Toward 4IR in the Logistics Industry in Viet Nam](image)

Companies in the logistics industry claim to have a good understanding of 4IR technologies and more than 60% have adoption plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondents (%)</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I have a good understanding of 4IR technologies and their relevance for my company</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My company already adopts 4IR technologies in our operations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My company plans to adopt 4IR technologies in our operations by 2025</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The cost of 4IR technologies is a significant barrier to adoption for our company</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution.

Source: Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the logistics industry in Viet Nam, n=84.


\(^{18}\) Based on 84 completed responses.

Skills Demand Analysis

Employment Implications
The analysis examines two factors influencing employment in the logistics sector related to 4IR:

(i) **Displacement effect.** This refers to the number of jobs lost due to the automation of tasks through the application 4IR technology. Job displacement occurs only if tasks automated by technology make up such a significant proportion of time spent at work, or if such tasks are so essential that a worker is no longer needed. The analysis estimates this displacement at 17% of today’s employment, equivalent to over 540,000 workers.

(ii) **Income effect.** The income effect refers to the additional demand for labor driven by the improvement to productivity from 4IR technologies. As 4IR makes the existing workforce more productive, the cost of production and by extension, the price of products, can fall. This increases demand and hence, labor.

Contrary to some perceptions that 4IR will lead to mass unemployment, the research provides an overall optimistic assessment (Figure 4). Net employment from 4IR may actually rise in the logistics sector as displacement effects from 4IR are offset by employment linked to productivity gains (i.e., the income effect).

However, even though the overall impact on employment appears to be positive, this does not mean that 4IR could not lead to substantial numbers of workers losing their jobs. There are four critical challenges to realizing the theoretical positive income effect:
There is no guarantee that the 26% of workers displaced will be able to seamlessly move into the 38% of jobs created. The transition may not occur if workers cannot be re-skilled accordingly.

Furthermore, the new jobs may not materialize if there is a lack of suitable skills in the local workforce to support them. In short, Viet Nam’s approach to skill development will be critical in realizing a positive labor-market outcome related to 4IR.

There could be potential time lags to the implementation of 4IR, the job displacement, and the manifestation of productivity benefits. Hence, the productivity gains generating additional income that make new employment possible may take up to several years to materialize, reducing the positive impact by 2030.

Some of the productivity benefits may be absorbed by companies as higher profits if industries are not competitive, or distributed to remaining workers in the form of higher wages if the supply of labor is inelastic, meaning rather than additional employment, productivity benefits could generate higher returns for existing actors in the market.

To understand what drives these results, it is important to first understand that technology does not automate jobs, but rather individual or combinations of tasks. For example, in the case of logistics, a driverless car does not replace the driver, but the task of driving and navigating on the road. The car by itself cannot replicate other tasks performed by the driver such as understanding why the car is moving from the origin to the destination, the loading and unloading of cargo, interaction with the customers sending, and receiving the cargo, etc. Box 1 describes the approach used to understand the potential employment impacts from 4IR.

---

**Figure 4: Impact of 4IR on Number of Jobs in Viet Nam’s Logistics Industry, 2018–2030 (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>Job reductions due to labor-substitution effects of 4IR</td>
<td>-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>Additional labor demand stimulated by revenue increases brought about by 4IR-enabled productivity gains</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net</td>
<td>Combination of displacement and income effects</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution, GDP = gross domestic product, GSO = General Statistics Office (Viet Nam), ILO = International Labour Organization, IMF = International Monetary Fund, LFS = Labour Force Surveys (Viet Nam), STEP = Systematic Tracking of Exchanges in Procurement.

Note: Change in jobs based on accelerated adoption scenario of 4IR technologies.

Sources: Industry employment – GSO, LFS 2017 and ILO; GDP/Output – GSO and IMF Article IV; STEP survey data; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the logistics industry in Viet Nam, n= 57+; Job portal data: jobs in the logistics industry scraped from the job portal VietnamWorks over the period from July to August 2019.
Job Task Implications

The research examines five types of tasks linked to jobs in the logistics sector in Viet Nam and how they could be impacted by 4IR:

(i) **Routine physical.** These tasks involve repetitive and predictable physical work, for example a factory worker assembling parts on a manufacturing line.

(ii) **Routine interpersonal.** These tasks involve predictable interactions with other people, for example a call center worker reading a sales script.

(iii) **Nonroutine physical.** These tasks involve physical work that is not repetitive or predictable, for example a mechanic diagnosing and repairing problems with a car engine.

(iv) **Nonroutine interpersonal.** These tasks involve complex or creative interactions with other people, for example, supervising others or making speeches or presentations.

(v) **Analytical.** These are tasks that vary significantly and there is a strong thinking and/or analytical component. They predominantly involve computers or other technological equipment.

The research indicates an increase in the time spent on nonroutine tasks as well as analytical tasks. In fact, under an “accelerated 4IR technology adoption” scenario, workers in the sector could spend an additional 13.4% of their work week on such tasks and 13.4% less on routine physical and interpersonal tasks (Figure 5). The largest increase in time spent can be observed for nonroutine interpersonal tasks.
This is likely driven by how technology advances may free these workers from routine manual tasks, enabling them to spend more time on customer service-oriented tasks (e.g., delivery drivers interacting more with customers, or spending less time navigating traffic). Box 2 describes the approach used to understand the potential impacts on 4IR on tasks in the workplace.

Interestingly, the time spent on routine interpersonal tasks does not appear to be decreasing drastically, although over 60% of employers surveyed indicated that they expect the time spent on routine interpersonal tasks to decrease over the next 5 years (Figure 6). The reason for this is that even though the absolute amount of time spent on routine interpersonal tasks is decreasing, an estimated 5.4% over the next 5 years, 4IR driven productivity improvements are leading to an even faster drop in total industry hours for the existing workforce, approximately 9.2% over the same time. This means the proportion of routine interpersonal tasks as a share of total hours is falling relatively slower.
Skills Implications

These task shifts will potentially have significant implications for the aggregate skills required in the industry. The analysis considers 10 categories of skills:\(^\text{20}\)

(i) **Critical thinking and adaptive learning.** Skills that allow using logic and reasoning to identify the strengths and weaknesses of alternative solutions, conclusions or approaches to problems as well as understanding the implications of new information for both current and future problem-solving and decision-making.

(ii) **Written and verbal communication.** Ability to read, write, speak, and actively listen.

(iii) **Numeracy.** Ability to use mathematics, and scientific rules and methods to solve problems.

(iv) **Complex problem solving.** Skills that help identify complex problems and review related information to develop and evaluate options and implement solutions.

(v) **Management.** Skills that help allocate financial, material, personnel, and time resources efficiently.

\(^{20}\) The 10 skill categories and their definitions were chosen to align with the six skill groups provided by O*NET, which is one of the key databases for examining skill changes in the workforce. Some adjustments were made to the O*NET classifications to better align with the analysis. These included disaggregating O*NET’s Basic Skill group into critical thinking and adaptive learning, written and verbal communication, and numeracy; and computer literacy and digital/information and communication technology skills being broken out of O*NET’s broader Technical Skill group due to their particular relevance for 4IR.
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Figure 6: Employers’ Expected Impact of 4IR on Working Time Spent on Different Tasks in Viet Nam’s Logistics Industry, 2018–2025

Rather than jobs, the majority of the impact is likely to be on tasks, with physical tasks and routine interpersonal tasks likely to see strong decline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logistics: Tasks</th>
<th>Percent of survey respondents (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decrease &gt;20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine physical</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine interpersonal</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonroutine physical</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonroutine interpersonal</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Note: Answers in the chart do not sum to 100% as figure for the response “Don’t know” was not included.
Sources: Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the logistics industry in Viet Nam, n=57.

(vi) Social. Skills that help to work with people to achieve goals such as coordination, instructing, negotiation, persuasion, service orientation and social perceptiveness/empathy.

(vii) Evaluation, judgment, and decision-making. Skills used to understand, monitor, conduct and improve analysis and socio-technical systems.

(viii) Technical. Skills used to design, set-up, operate, maintain, and correct malfunctions involving application of machines or technological systems.

(ix) Computer literacy. Skills that allow workers to effectively use computers and digital applications in their jobs such as using email, word processing, searching the internet, data entry etc.

(x) Digital/information and communication technology. Skills that allow workers to work in inherently digital occupations and perform complex tasks in a digital environment, as well as operating and/or developing digital tools such as advanced spreadsheet functions, financial software, graphical design, statistical analysis, software programming or managing computer networks.
Box 3: Estimating Skills Changes

To compute “current skill profiles” for each occupation in the industry, data from the World Bank’s Skills Measurement Program (STEP) questionnaire’s “Module 6: Work Skills” were used. Questions from this chapter were used to assess the importance of each skill category. A value from a scale of 0–3 (0 for “skill is not used” to 3, “highly advanced skills are required”) was assigned to skills based on survey responses to relevant questions. The score measures both the importance as well the competency level of the skill for each skill category.

Future skill profiles leveraged two sources of data: (i) data on skill and education requirements from job profiles for occupations, obtained from online job portals; and (ii) information about changes in skill requirements from the employer survey.

The collected job postings were analyzed in detail and assigned an importance/skill competency score (from 0–3) for each of the 10 skill categories. They were also categorized according to the five job groups identified above: managerial, administrative, technical, customer-facing, and manual.

In parallel, as a second estimate, employer survey data were leveraged to understand which skill categories would gain in importance due to adoption of Industry 4.0 at an industry level. Based on the responses, percentage changes in the level of importance scores were calculated for the five job groups. Applying these to the current skill profiles based on STEP resulted in a second set of estimates for future skills profiles.

The future skills profiles used to estimate the skills gap were then computed as an average of the two estimates and the skills gap by occupation was identified by simply examining the differences in importance scores between current and future skill profiles.


Box 3 describes the approach used to understand the potential impacts on 4IR on the skills required by workers.

Based on the skills categories, unique, current, and future (i.e., post-4IR technology adoption) skill profiles for occupations in the industry were computed based on data from the World Bank STEP survey, job portal data, as well as inputs from the employer survey. These profiles were then compared to understand the skills gap created by 4IR technology adoption.

The analysis highlights some significant changes in the skill requirements in the industry:

(i) **Change in skills demand.** This study reviewed both employer survey data as well as job portal data to understand changes in the importance of skills linked to 4IR. Interestingly, while employers perceived digital and computer literacy skills to be the fastest increasing skill categories, the job portal data reflected these to be critical thinking and complex problem-solving skills (Figure 7).
Figure 7: Potential Impact of 4IR on Shifts in the Importance of Different Skills in Viet Nam’s Logistics Industry

While employers believe that digital and ICT skills will rise most in importance, job portal data reflect this to be critical thinking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Employer surveys</th>
<th>Job portal data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital/ICT skills</td>
<td>Increase 1.06</td>
<td>Decrease 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer literacy</td>
<td>Decrease 277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Decrease 113</td>
<td>Decrease 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex problem solving</td>
<td>Decrease 95</td>
<td>Increase 288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical thinking and adaptive learning</td>
<td>Decrease 70</td>
<td>Increase 311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation, judgment, and decision-making</td>
<td>Decrease 28</td>
<td>Decrease 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Decrease 23</td>
<td>Decrease 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Decrease 20</td>
<td>Decrease 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>Decrease 14</td>
<td>Decrease 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written and verbal communications</td>
<td>Decrease 12</td>
<td>Decrease 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution, GDP = gross domestic product, GSO = General Statistics Office (Viet Nam), ICT = information and communication technology, ILO = International Labour Organization, IMF = International Monetary Fund, LFS = Labour Force Surveys (Viet Nam), STEP = Systematic Tracking of Exchanges in Procurement.

Sources: Industry employment – GSO, LFS 2017 and ILO; GDP/Output – GSO and IMF Article IV; STEP survey data; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the logistics industry in Viet Nam, n= 57+; Job portal data: jobs in the logistics industry scraped from the job portal VietnamWorks over the period from July to August 2019.

(ii) **Overall skill importance.** Evaluation, judgment, and decision-making; social; numeracy; verbal and written communication; and critical thinking are all likely to see their relative importance increase by 2030 (Figure 8). Management is forecast to see the greatest relative decline in skills importance as delivery scheduling and routing will increasingly be done by algorithms.

(iii) **Changes in level of skills.** Overall, the industry will require significant upskilling as the demand for more intermediate and advanced skills is likely to increase (Figure 9). In particular, the industry will require an increase in the number of workers with intermediate critical thinking and written and verbal communication as well as advanced evaluation and social skills. While their relative importance in the industry is likely to remain low, many workers will require basic computer literacy and digital skills.
Reaping the Benefits of Industry 4.0 Through Skills Development in Viet Nam

Figure 8: Impact of 4IR on the Importance of Different Skills in Viet Nam’s Logistics Industry, 2018–2030

4IR adoption could cause evaluation, decision-making, and social skills to be most important, while management skills could see a decline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance ranking</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Evaluation, judgment, and decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Evaluation, judgment, and decision-making</td>
<td>Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Numeracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>Written and verbal communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Written and verbal communication</td>
<td>Critical thinking and adaptive learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Critical thinking and active learning</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>Complex problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Complex problem solving</td>
<td>Technical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Computer literacy</td>
<td>Computer literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Digital/ICT skills</td>
<td>Digital/ICT skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution, GDP = gross domestic product, GSO = General Statistics Office (Viet Nam), ICT = information and communication technology, ILO = International Labour Organization, IMF = International Monetary Fund, LFS = Labour Force Surveys (Viet Nam), STEP = Systematic Tracking of Exchanges in Procurement.

Source: Industry employment – GSO, LFS 2017 and ILO; GDP/Output – GSO and IMF Article IV; STEP survey data; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the logistics industry in Viet Nam, n= 57+; Job portal data: jobs in the logistics industry scraped from the job portal VietnamWorks over the period from July to August 2019.

Figure 9: Absolute Change in Percentage of Workers Requiring Skills, 2018–2030 (%)

4IR adoption will require large increases in intermediate critical thinking and communication, as well as advance social and evaluation skills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical thinking and adaptive learning</td>
<td>-72.7</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written and verbal communication</td>
<td>-79.2</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>-15.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex problem solving</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>-14.3</td>
<td>-71.7</td>
<td>86.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation, judgment, and decision-making</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-99.8</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>-53.8</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer literacy</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital/ICT skills</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution, GDP = gross domestic product, GSO = General Statistics Office (Viet Nam), ICT = information and communication technology, ILO = International Labour Organization, IMF = International Monetary Fund, LFS = Labour Force Surveys (Viet Nam), STEP = Systematic Tracking of Exchanges in Procurement.

Sources: Industry employment – GSO, LFS 2017 and ILO; GDP/Output – GSO and IMF Article IV; STEP survey data; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the logistics industry in Viet Nam, n= 57+; Job portal data: jobs in the logistics industry scraped from the job portal VietnamWorks over the period from July to August 2019.
The Industry 4.0 Skills Challenge

Box 4: Comparison of Insights in the Logistics Industry Versus Past Research

The logistics industry in Viet Nam, and in particular its workforce, have been the subject of many recent studies. While few studies have looked at the direct employment and skill-related impacts of Industry 4.0 (4IR), many have tried to understand the general labor trends in the industry. For example, research by the Viet Nam Logistics Research and Development Institute (VLI) and Viet Nam Logistics Business Association (VLA) surveyed business on their logistics hiring trends. VLI research projected that 200,000 professional logistics employees or workers (akin to what this research refers to as managerial, technical, administrative and customer facing occupations) will be required by 2030. This result is in line with the predictions of this research, which estimates the number of additional jobs by 2030 at approximately 210,000 workers. However, this addition is purely driven by 4IR technology adoption and does not account for other external factors such as increases in the international competitiveness of Viet Nam’s logistic sector, which would undoubtedly lead to additional demand.

On the skills front, research by the World Bank identified a list of key skills that were currently lacking in the logistics industry by different types of workers, i.e., operative, administrative, supervisory, and managerial. These included: basic and specific logistics skills, basic calculation, computer literacy, English skills, soft skills such as discipline, time management, compliance (e.g., not accepting informal payments), team work, problem solving, communications and customer relationship skills. According to the VLA/VLI research, communication and negotiation skills, professional and/or technical skills, and English language proficiency were given more weight in hiring decisions. Numeracy skills were also highlighted as important. Communication and social skills (critical for negotiation) are also among those found to be of increasing importance in this research; however, the predictions in this report suggest that while technical skills will increase in importance, they will do so at a slower rate than other skill categories over the next 10 years. The assessment of staff competencies undertaken as part of the VLA/VLI research places the ability to work independently as the highest scoring skill in the industry, which is consistent with the finding in this research that management (including self- and time management) skills are of greatest importance in the industry today. However, this research suggests that management skills may become of lesser importance relative to other skill categories over the next 10 years.

Skills Supply Trends

Figure 10 shows the breakdown of the additional demand for training that will be required by workers in the logistics industry under 4IR technology adoption. This reflects the volume of training required to bring the logistics workforce in Viet Nam from the skills required in 2018, to the level of skills required by 2030, driven only by 4IR technology adoption. Figure 10 shows that most of the training requirements will come from on-the-job training, since many of the skill improvements either require marginal increases in skill level that do not warrant formal training or education, or the workers requiring it will continue to be in employment but need to adjust to a new way of working (i.e., new skill profiles) under 4IR. This resonates with earlier research by the Viet Nam Logistics Research and Development Institute (VLI) and Viet Nam Logistics Business Association (VLA), where a survey of logistics businesses found that there was increasing focus on holding internal trainings and sending staff to short-term trainings provided by other entities.  

Source: Asian Development Bank and AlphaBeta.
Figure 10: Additional Person Trainings Required to Meet Skills Demand Driven by 4IR in 2030 In Viet Nam’s Logistics Industry, by Type of Training

65% of the additional demand for training driven by Industry 4.0 adoption will likely need to be met by on-the-job training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Training</th>
<th>Number of Training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-the-Job (OTJ)</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short professional training</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longer formal training</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution.

Notes:
1. Figures include rounding adjustments.
2. One person training refers to training one worker, in one skill from the level required by his occupation’s skill profile in 2018 to the relevant level given by the skills profile in 2030.
3. “On-the-job” training refers to training conducted during day to day such as senior staff instructing junior staff or running internal seminars; “Short professional” training refers to short (from 1 day to 6 months) courses conducted by professional internal or external instructors (e.g., weekend seminars, boot-camps); “Longer formal” trainings refer to trainings longer than 6 months for which workers would likely have to take leave from their jobs, these include returning into formal education such as obtaining a degree.

Sources: Industry employment – GSO, LFS 2017 and ILO; GDP/Output – GSO and IMF Article IV; STEP survey data; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the logistics industry in Viet Nam, n= 57+; Job portal data: jobs in the logistics industry scraped from the job portal VietnamWorks over the period from July to August 2019.

To better understand the training and education sector, in Viet Nam two surveys were conducted. As part of the survey of employers in the logistics industry, respondents were asked to comment on their ability to attract good candidates for jobs as well as their current engagement in training efforts. Further, a separate training institute survey was commissioned, the results of which are discussed in Chapter 2.

Survey results of employers in the logistics industry reveal that while the majority of employers feel that there are sufficient graduates to meet their company’s entry-level hiring needs, less than 50% of employers find it easy to identify high-quality graduates and only 37% agreed (or strongly agreed) that graduates hired in the last year had been adequately prepared by their previous education or training (Figure 11). This is in line with findings by the Viet Nam Trade Facilitation and Competitiveness Program of the Australia-World Bank Group Strategic Partnership in Viet Nam, whose employer interviews in the logistics industry concluded that the availability of logistics education by private training providers was found lacking.22

Box 5: Estimating Training Requirements

Skills supply, i.e., training requirements, can be quantified in person training. One-person training refers to training one worker, in one skill from the level specified by the person’s occupation profile in the industry, in 2018, to the required level under Industry 4.0 (4IR) technology adoption. Hence, the training required to shift a worker from the worker’s current skill profile to the future one would require one-person training per skill that needs improvement between 2018 and 2030.

To understand the type of training needed, in particular, the length of training, two factors need to be considered: (i) understanding the level of skill improvement needed, and (ii) understanding the access to different training channels by different workers.

Individuals’ training needs are going to differ if they require an improvement of skills from basic to intermediate levels, intermediate to advanced levels, or even basic to advanced levels. For example, a worker who only requires basic technical skills today, but requires advanced technical skills in 2030 under 4IR technology adoption, will likely require more training than another worker who only has to improve skills from intermediate to advanced. This also goes for workers who do not need a particular skill today, but will require it in 2030, whether basic, intermediate, or advanced.

Apart from the length of training required to obtain a certain level of skills, the access to different channels of training may not be the same for all workers in the industry. For example, workers displaced from their jobs may not be able to receive on-the-job training, but require formal training prior to being able to find new employment. Similarly, for future generations of workers (i.e., students currently in formal education or training), it may make more sense to embed skill training in their formal curriculum, rather than waiting to train them on-the-job. Three categories of workers impacted by 4IR were identified based on the skill demand analysis:

(i) **Workers in need of reskilling.** These workers will likely lose their current jobs due to automation, meaning they need to receive training that makes them employable in new jobs created.

(ii) **Workers in need of upskilling.** These workers will likely remain in their occupations, but the adoption of 4IR technologies means they will have to acquire new skills as well as advance existing skills to upgrade to their future skill profile.

(iii) **Future workers.** These will be additional workers required to fill the jobs generated from growing demand. Hence, they are workers that did not previously work in the industry, but could either join as new graduates or professional hires from other industries.

The distinction of the type of worker is important as different workers have access to different types of training. For example, while future workers are likely to receive some of their skill training in the formal education industry, returning to formal education is an unlikely option for workers in need of upskilling, who will continue to be employed during their training.

Source: Asian Development Bank and AlphaBeta.
Agro-processing Industry

The impact of 4IR could be significant in agro-processing, but employer surveys in Viet Nam suggest there is limited understanding of the potential benefits. McKinsey has estimated that labor productivity could improve by around 50% in the food sector through adoption of 4IR technologies. However, there is no clear consensus on potential productivity benefits from the survey of Vietnamese firms in the agro-processing sector. The displacement of jobs could be significant, with a third of jobs in the current workforce at risk of automation (versus 26% in the logistics sector). The challenge will be to redirect these workers into new occupations, as well as provide them with the right skills to continue to stay in their occupations in a 4IR-dominated landscape. To achieve this, a significant amount of additional training between 2018 and 2030 will be required, and in addition to on-the-job training, there will be a significant amount of longer formal training required to bridge some significant skill gaps in the industry.

Relevance to Industry 4.0

Previous research has identified a range of technologies that could transform every aspect of the agro-processing value chain, ranging from the adoption of big data to improve decision-making to using IoT technologies to track products.\(^{24}\)

Some key technologies include:

(i) **Rethinking production approaches through digital innovations.** Process monitoring and control can be automated on the factory floor utilizing a combination of IoT, cloud computing, and AI. This can enable machines to monitor and analyze manufacturing processes, detect any deviations, and implement necessary adjustments without human intervention. Improvements in technologies such as digital image processing can also enable more accurate food quality inspection, including verification of labeling accuracy, colors, and height or volume.\(^{25}\) Redesign of manufacturing processes can also leverage virtual reality or augmented reality devices, which can simulate different manufacturing designs in an immersive manner.

(ii) **Use of robotics on the production floor.** Food processing has historically proved challenging for the use of robotics due to the high volumes, with variable shapes and sizes. This can create a challenge for when robots try to grasp an item, particularly if it is delicate (as is the case for many food items). Advancements have now seen robots with “soft grippers” that can quickly but gently handle sensitive food products, such as fruits and vegetables. Other types of grippers, such as vacuum grippers, are increasingly able to handle delicate or irregularly shaped items, particularly when coupled with imaging technology.\(^{26}\)

(iii) **Utilization of biotech to support the development of alternative proteins.** Currently, the market size of alternative proteins is approximately $2.2 billion compared with a global meat market of approximately $1.7 trillion, but it is growing rapidly, driven by a combination of environmental and health concerns.\(^{27}\) There are a range of opportunities in agro-processing linked to the development of alternative proteins, including plant proteins, microbial proteins, and cultured meat. This requires using a range of technologies, including big data approaches for protein identification and the development of biotech-based methods for high-value, sustainable, and nutritious protein production.\(^{28}\)

(iv) **Tackling food waste through biotech.** Globally, about 30% of all food that is produced is wasted, representing $1 trillion in lost economic value annually (footnote 28). Biotech technologies such as irradiation can help reduce post–harvest losses through disinfections, sprout inhibition, and improving the shelf-life of fresh produce. It can also be effective in reducing food-borne diseases through the destruction of pathogens.

---


(v) **Customized food development through 3D printing.** In response to the desire to meet customer’s personalized needs, there is increasing use of 3D printing in food processing. This is where the ingredients are deposited by layers in a sequential process according to the recipe, configured shape and layout. Advancements in 3D printing are seeing the application of edible cement as binding materials. While still nascent in their use in food processing, 3D printers could have applications due to the ability to develop intricate designs, customizable product offerings, and minimize wastage (footnote 25). Given the speed of development of additive manufacturing or 3D printing, there could be a point where it becomes cost effective for households to own these, which could create a significant disruption to the food processing sector.

(vi) **Internet of Things to manage supply chains.** IoT refers to networks of sensors and actuators embedded in machines and other physical objects that connect with one another and the Internet. It has a wide range of applications, including data collection, monitoring, decision-making, and process optimization. RFID tags on containers can track products as they move from the factory to stores, allowing companies to avoid stock-outs and losses. Tighter management of supply chains can help to significantly minimize food waste, and also improve product traceability to enhance food safety and reduce food fraud.

Of the agro-processing employers surveyed in Viet Nam, 40% claim to have already adopted 4IR technologies. However, 68% stated that costs are a significant barrier to implementation (Figure 12).³⁰

It appears from the survey data that most employers in the agro-processing industry in Viet Nam are unclear about the productivity improvements their industry can expect from 4IR over the next 5 years (Figure 13). Of the surveyed employers, 37% admit that they simply do not know, whereas the remaining are evenly split across different productivity estimates.

Despite this, many businesses have plans to adopt 4IR; for example, in food processing, 25% of businesses are planning to engage in medium- to large-scale adoption over the next 5 years (footnote 4).

---


³⁰ Based on 71 completed responses.
Figure 12: Sentiments Toward 4IR in the Agro-Processing Industry in Viet Nam

Companies in the agro-processing industry claim to have a good understanding of 4IR technologies but almost 70% see cost as a barrier.

Respondents (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I have a good understanding of 4IR technologies and their relevance for my company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My company already adopts 4IR technologies in our operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My company plans to adopt 4IR technologies in our operations by 2025</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The cost of 4IR technologies is a significant barrier to adoption for our company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution.

Sources: Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the agro-processing industry in Viet Nam, n=71.

Figure 13: Expected Productivity Improvement Due to 4IR Technologies in 5 Years

There is little consensus among employers in the agro-processing industry on the likely productivity increase from 4IR over the next 5 years.

Respondents (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Productivity Increase</th>
<th>N/A or don’t know</th>
<th>No increase</th>
<th>Increase 0%–10%</th>
<th>Increase 10%–25%</th>
<th>Increase 25%–50%</th>
<th>Increase 50%–100%</th>
<th>Increase &gt;100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution.

Source: Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the agro-processing industry in Viet Nam, n=71.
Skills Demand Analysis

Employment Implications
Similar to what was observed in the logistics industry, the analysis predicts a net positive impact on total employment for the agro-processing industry in 2030 from 4IR technology adoption (Figure 14). However, the magnitude of the displacement and the income effect are much greater than what is observed in logistics. Due to the huge potential productivity benefits in this industry (up to 50% according to McKinsey), the potential income effect is significant (potentially growing jobs by 68% from today’s levels), while the displacement effect stems mostly from the significant risk of automation of processing and machine operator roles (footnote 23).

As with the logistics industry, given the same challenges to realizing the positive income effect, Viet Nam’s approach to skill development will be critical in realizing a positive labor-market outcome related to 4IR in this sector. Only suitable skills in the local workforce will allow displaced workers to be able to seamlessly move into newly created jobs.

Figure 14: Impact of 4IR on Number of Jobs in Viet Nam’s Agro-Processing Industry, 2018–2030

Displacement and income effects of 4IR on jobs, 2018-2030 (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>Job reductions due to labor-substitution effects of 4IR</td>
<td>-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>Additional labor demand stimulated by revenue increases brought about by 4IR-enabled productivity gains</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net</td>
<td>Combination of displacement and income effects</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution, GDP = gross domestic product, GSO = General Statistics Office (Viet Nam), ILO = International Labour Organization, IMF = International Monetary Fund, LFS = Labour Force Surveys (Viet Nam), STEP = Systematic Tracking of Exchanges in Procurement.

Note: Change in jobs based on accelerated adoption scenario of Industry 4.0 technologies.

Sources: Industry employment – GSO, LFS 2017 and ILO; GDP/Output – GSO, McKinsey and IMF Article IV, STEP survey data; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the agro-processing industry in Viet Nam, n= 54+; Job portal data: jobs in the logistics industry scraped from the job portal VietnamWorks over the period from July to August 2019.
Another potential concern is that the displacement effect could adversely impact female workers. Agro-processing in Viet Nam is a predominantly female industry, with an over 2:1 female-to-male ratio. Further, some of the jobs at the highest risk of automation in this sector, such as food processing workers and machine operators, are currently female-dominated jobs. Overall, within the industry, 74% more women than men could be displaced by 4IR (Figure 15).

### Job Task Implications

There are some interesting differences in the agro-processing industry compared to the logistics industry regarding the impact of 4IR on worker tasks. Routine interpersonal tasks are expected to see a slight increase in their share of worker time, with nonroutine skills and analytical tasks also likely to increase their share of total time in the average working week by 2030 (Figure 16). The decline in routine physical tasks is significantly more drastic for the agro-processing industry than in logistics, with a reduction of over a third of the time previously spent.

According to the results, workers in the industry could spend an additional 12.6% of their work week on interpersonal and other nonroutine tasks and 12.6% less on routine physical tasks (Figure 16).

Similar to the logistics industry, these results may seem surprising, as employers surveyed indicated that over the next 5 years they expect a decrease in time spent by 50% on routine interpersonal tasks and 41% on nonroutine physical tasks (Figure 17). However, given the large share of assembly line work in this sector (with high potential to be automated by 4IR technologies), it is perhaps not surprising that routine physical tasks are expected to decline so drastically, with time shifting to other tasks.

---

**Figure 15: Displacement Effect of 4IR on Jobs Predominantly Held by Males Versus Females in Viet Nam’s Agro-Processing Industry, 2018–2030**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Male Displacement</th>
<th>Female Displacement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Displaced jobs held by males</td>
<td>(282,000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displaced jobs held by females</td>
<td>(492,000)</td>
<td>+74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution, GDP = gross domestic product, GSO = General Statistics Office (Viet Nam), ILO = International Labour Organization, IMF = International Monetary Fund, LFS = Labour Force Surveys (Viet Nam), STEP = Systematic Tracking of Exchanges in Procurement.

Source: Industry employment – GSO, LFS 2017 and ILO; GDP/Output – GSO, McKinsey and IMF Article IV; STEP survey data; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the agro-processing industry in Viet Nam, n= 54+; Job portal data: jobs in the logistics industry scraped from the job portal VietnamWorks over the period from July to August 2019.
Average share of weekly working hours spent on this task (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Type</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routine interpersonal</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonroutine interpersonal</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonroutine physical</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine physical</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional 12.6% of time in a working week spent on analytical and interpersonal tasks with Industry 4.0

12.6% less time in a working week spent on routine physical tasks with Industry 4.0


Note: Figures include rounding adjustments.

* Based on “high adoption” scenario of 4IR, the Appendix has more details.

Sources: Industry employment – GSO, LFS 2017 and ILO; GDP/Output – GSO, McKinsey and IMF Article IV; STEP survey data; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the agro-processing industry in Viet Nam, n=54+. Job portal data: jobs in the logistics industry scraped from the job portal VietnamWorks over the period from July to August 2019.

Rather than jobs, the majority of the impact is likely to be on tasks, with analytical tasks likely to rise while physical tasks decline.
Skills Implications
The analysis highlights some significant potential changes in the skill requirements in the industry:

(i) Change in skills demand. While the overall pattern in skill shift is similar to that in the logistics industry, the magnitude of the predicted changes varies in the agro-processing industry. For example, complex problem-solving skills are likely to be significantly more important than critical thinking for the agro-processing industry. The contrary is true in the logistics industry. Interestingly, there are some differences in the insights from the employer survey and online job board data (Figure 18). For example, complex problem solving is becoming much more important based on the online job portal data than based on the employer survey.

(ii) Overall skill importance. Evaluation, judgment, and decision-making; numeracy; and technical skills will likely be the most important skills by 2030 under full 4IR technology adoption (Figure 19). Technical skills in particular are estimated to have a large increase in relative importance, whereas management skills, as in the logistics industry, are forecast to see the greatest relative decline.

### Figure 18: Potential Impact of 4IR on Shifts in the Importance of Different Skills in Viet Nam’s Agro-Processing Industry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agro-processing Skills</th>
<th>Implied average change in skill importance, 2018–2025 (%)</th>
<th>Employer surveys</th>
<th>Job portal data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical and ICT *</td>
<td>+130</td>
<td></td>
<td>+144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex problem solving</td>
<td>+122</td>
<td></td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical thinking and adaptive learning</td>
<td>+69</td>
<td></td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>+36</td>
<td></td>
<td>+115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation, judgment, and decision-making</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td>+89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td></td>
<td>-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td></td>
<td>+93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written and verbal communication</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td></td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution, GDP = gross domestic product, GSO = General Statistics Office (Viet Nam), ICT = information and communication technology, ILO = International Labour Organization, IMF = International Monetary Fund, LFS = Labour Force Surveys (Viet Nam), STEP = Systematic Tracking of Exchanges in Procurement.

* For data from employer surveys and job portals to be comparable, “Technical,” “Computer literacy,” and “Digital/ICT” skills needed to be aggregated.

Sources: Industry employment – GSO, LFS 2017 and ILO; GDP/Output – GSO, McKinsey and IMF Article IV; STEP survey data; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the agro-processing industry in Viet Nam, n= 54+; Job portal data: jobs in the logistics industry scraped from the job portal VietnamWorks over the period from July to August 2019.
(iii) **Changes in level of skills.** Overall, the industry will require significant upskilling as the demand for more intermediate and advanced skills is likely to increase (Figure 20). As opposed to the logistics industry, a greater demand for a wider range of advanced skills such as technical, computer literacy, and written and verbal communication skills is predicted. Interestingly, significantly more workers will require basic computer literacy skills, and some will require advanced skills, but the agro-processing industry might actually see a decrease in workers requiring intermediate computer literacy skills.

![Figure 19: Impact of 4IR on the Importance of Different Skills in Viet Nam’s Agro-Processing Industry, 2018–2030](image-url)
The Industry 4.0 Skills Challenge

**Figure 20: Impact of 4IR on the Level of Skills Required in Viet Nam’s Logistics Industry, 2018–2030**

*Agro-processing: Skills*

Which level of skills is required due to 4IR adoption is likely to differ significantly by skill

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical thinking and adaptive learning</td>
<td>-7.9</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written and verbal communication</td>
<td>-86.3</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>-46.0</td>
<td>-12.9</td>
<td>58.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex problem solving</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>-12.8</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>-91.1</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation, judgment, and decision-making</td>
<td>-37.1</td>
<td>-32.1</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>-25.3</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer literacy</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital/ICT skills</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution, GDP = gross domestic product, GSO = General Statistics Office (Viet Nam), ICT = information and communication technology, ILO = International Labour Organization, IMF = International Monetary Fund, LFS = Labour Force Surveys (Viet Nam), STEP = Systematic Tracking of Exchanges in Procurement.

Sources: Industry employment – GSO, LFS 2017 and ILO; GDP/Output – GSO, McKinsey and IMF Article IV; STEP survey data; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the agro-processing industry in Viet Nam, n= 54+; Job portal data: jobs in the logistics industry scraped from the job portal VietnamWorks over the period from July to August 2019.

**Box 6: Comparison of Insights in the Agro-Processing Industry Versus Past Research**

Past research has examined the impact of Industry 4.0 (4IR) on the agro-processing industry in Viet Nam less than the logistics industry. The sector’s limited ability to implement 4IR has been highlighted by the Ministry of Industry and Trade’s assessment of 4IR readiness. This assessment scored agro-processing subsectors such as leather products manufacturing, food processing and textiles, significantly below other industries in terms of the number of firms that are of beginner or intermediate readiness for 4IR.a

While there is limited evidence on the employment impact in agro-processing, the findings in this research align with research conducted on the broader manufacturing industry in Viet Nam. Recent research by the Central Institute for Economic Management (CIEM) into the impact of 4IR for prioritized sectors estimated a 620,000 job-loss impact in the manufacturing sector under medium adoption of 4IR. This is consistent with the significant risk of job displacement modelled in this research.


Source: CIEM internal document, unpublished. Findings were presented at a workshop in November 2018 in Ha Noi.
**Skills Supply Trends**

Figure 21 shows the breakdown of the additional demand for training that will be required by workers in the logistics industry under 4IR technology adoption. This reflects the volume of training required to bring the agro-processing workforce in Viet Nam from the skills required today in 2018, to the level of skills required by 2030, driven only by 4IR technology adoption. Longer formal training is estimated to play a much larger role in terms of training requirements for the agro-processing industry, as compared to the logistics industry. This is reflective of the large shift in skills development that is needed in the agro-processing industry, where on-the-job training may not suffice.

Though employers in both the agro-processing and logistics industries feel that there is a sufficient volume of graduates from relevant education and training programs to meet their company’s entry-level hiring needs and over 50% of employers find it easy to identify high quality graduates (Figure 22), only 39% agreed (or strongly agreed) that graduates hired in the last year had been adequately prepared by their previous education or training.

---

**Figure 21: Additional Person Trainings Required to Meet Skills Demand Driven by 4IR Adoption In Agro-Processing Industry in Viet Nam in 2030, by Type of Training**

Additional demand for training driven by 4IR adoption will likely need to be serviced with mostly on-the-job and longer formal training

Millions of person trainings required by type of training

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution, GDP = gross domestic product, GSO = General Statistics Office (Viet Nam), ILO = International Labour Organization, IMF = International Monetary Fund, LFS = Labour Force Surveys (Viet Nam), STEP = Systematic Tracking of Exchanges in Procurement.

Notes:
1. Figures include rounding adjustments.
2. One person training refers to training one worker, in one skill from the level required by his occupation’s skill profile in 2018 to the relevant level given by the skills profile in 2030.
3. “On-the-job” training refers to training conducted during day to day such as senior staff instructing junior staff or running internal seminars; “Short professional” training refers to short (from 1 day to 6 months) courses conducted by professional internal or external instructors (e.g., weekend seminars, boot-camps). “Longer formal” trainings refer to trainings longer than 6 months for which workers would likely have to take leave from their jobs, these include returning into formal education such as obtaining a degree.

Source: Industry employment – GSO, LFS 2017 and ILO; GDP/Output – GSO, McKinsey and IMF Article IV; STEP survey data; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the agro-processing industry in Viet Nam, n= 54+; Job portal data: jobs in the logistics industry scraped from the job portal VietnamWorks over the period from July to August 2019.
Figure 22: Employer Sentiment Toward Graduates Hired in the Past 24 Months

While there seem to be enough graduates to fill positions in the industry, the education and training they have received may not be sufficient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondents (%)</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is a large enough volume of graduates from relevant education/training programs to meet my company’s entry-level hiring needs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is easy to identify and recruit high quality graduates for entry-level positions at my company</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduates we hired in the past year have been adequately prepared by their pre-hire education and/or training</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a large variance in the quality of vocational secondary graduates depending on region and education provider</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Employer survey on impact of Industry 4.0 on the logistics industry in Viet Nam, n=51.
This chapter provides insights into the performance of the TVET sector in Viet Nam as it deals with the challenges emerging from 4IR technology adoption. The insights are drawn from a survey of training institutions in Viet Nam, complemented with insights from the employer surveys discussed in Chapter 1.

There exists an evident mismatch between training institutions’ expectations about graduates’ preparedness for entry-level jobs and that of employers. While 80% of training institutions believe their graduates to be adequately prepared for the job market, less than 40% of employers agree. This gap exists despite training institutions’ reportedly engaging frequently with industry. Training institutions in Viet Nam believe that policy actions around quality assurance mechanisms and further autonomy on the setting of standards and issuance of certification could support the sector in tackling 4IR.

To better understand the supply of talent and skills for the adoption of 4IR, a survey of training institutions was commissioned in Viet Nam, which included 74 institutions. The survey focused predominantly on TVET institutions of various levels of schooling. The majority of these are public institutions and, on average, 49% of their funding originates from public sources. Institutions of different sizes were sampled, with the smallest training fewer than 100 and the largest training ranging 20,000–50,000 students annually. The bulk of institutions trained about 1,000–10,000 students annually.

Industry 4.0 Readiness

Most institutions feel well prepared for 4IR; however, many are requesting additional technical and financial support (Figure 23). For example, close to 70% of institutions believe they have a good understanding of the skills needed to prepare graduates for 4IR technologies. Further, 66% of institutions claim to already have programs dedicated to 4IR skills, with 71% planning to develop or expand such programs by 2025. While 67% of institutions agree or strongly agree that they will be able to adequately prepare their graduates, 79% also agreed or strongly agreed that they needed additional technical and financial support, specifically for dealing with 4IR skills training.
More supporting evidence for the claim that institutions have a good understanding of 4IR requirements comes from the fact that their expectations of the importance of skills under 4IR aligns with those of employers, at least for the logistics and agro-processing industries (Figure 24). The skill category most training institutions believe will become much more important over the next 5 years is “evaluation, judgment and decision-making” skills, closely followed by digital/ICT, computer literacy skills, and management skills. This ranking resembles that provided by employers; however, employers emphasize far more than training institutions that digital/ICT, computer literacy, and technical skills will become important. On the other hand, fewer employers than training institutions believe that management skills will become more important in 5 years’ time.

These results suggest that training institutes are broadly aware of the changes in skills required to support 4IR technology adoption, albeit with some differences in emphasis in certain skill categories between themselves and employers.

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Source: Training Institute survey on impact of 4IR in Viet Nam; n = 66.
Figure 24: Potential Impact of 4IR on Importance of Different Skills Over the Next 5 Years

Training institutions and employers are generally aligned on which skills will become more important, however employers place greater focus on the importance on Digital/ICT, computer and technical skills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent of survey respondents (%)</th>
<th>Training Institutions</th>
<th>Garment employers</th>
<th>Tourism employers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation, judgment, and decision-making</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital/ICT</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer literacy</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex problem solving</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical thinking and adaptive learning</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written and verbal communications</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution, ICT = information and communication technology.
Source: Training Institute survey on impact of 4IR in Viet Nam; n = 66; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the logistics industry in Viet Nam, n=57; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the agro-processing industry in Viet Nam, n=54.

Curriculum

Aligning curricula with actual industry needs is one of the most important, but often most challenging, components of an effective training and education sector. It relies on frequent updating and close communication with industry, given the speed of change in 4IR technologies in the workplace. Regular curriculum reviews are therefore critical to keep pace with the skill changes related to 4IR. However, 47% of training institutions surveyed review and update their curricula less than annually (Figure 25).

Another concern is the content of the curriculum. During training, 46% of the time is spent on theoretical teaching and an additional 22% on classroom-based student projects with only a third of time being allocated to workplace-based training such as apprenticeships (Figure 26). This is in contrast to countries such as Denmark, Germany, Finland, France, Norway, and Switzerland who, at the upper secondary level, spend 50%–75% of instructional time on practical or on-site training.31 This could pose a problem as survey evidence from Indonesia suggests that on-the-job training and hands-on learning are two of the top three most effective instructional techniques according to vocational students.32

Figure 25: Frequency of Review and Update of Curricula by Training Institutions

Training Sector: Curriculum

Almost half of all training institutions review and update their curricula less than annually

Percent of survey respondents (%)

- Never: 2%
- Every 5–10 years: 9%
- Every 2–4 years: 36%
- Every year: 39%
- Every 6 months: 7%
- Every 3 months or more frequently: 7%

Source: Training Institute survey on impact of Industry 4.0 in Viet Nam; n = 56.

Figure 26: Share of Curriculum Time Spent by Type of Training

Training Sector: Curriculum

There is a lower focus on workplace or practical training than is seen in leading international vocational programs

Average percentage share of total time spent on training type at surveyed institutions (%)

- Theoretical: 46%
- Project-based: 22%
- Workplace-based: 33%
- Total time: 100%

According to OECD research, more than three-quarters of vocational training programmes in Denmark, Germany, Finland, France, Norway, and Switzerland at the upper secondary level spend 50%–75% of instructional time in practical or on-site training.

OECD = Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.

Note: “Theoretical” training refers to lectures, “project based” refers to student projects, and “workplace-based” refers to on-the-job training such as industry apprenticeships.

Interestingly, while the curriculum in most Vietnamese training institutions surveyed seems to provide courses relevant for 4IR, seemingly fewer institutions are adopting 4IR technologies themselves in the classroom (Figure 27). Of training institutions surveyed, 52% stated that they have rolled out courses specifically focusing on 4IR technology, 46% have incorporated additional modules on 4IR-relevant skills into their conventional courses, and 39% are running digital programs at improving digital literacy. When it comes to technology adoption in the classroom however, current progress appears more limited. Only 45% of institutions make use of online self-learning tools; only 32% are employing some form of simulators for technical training; and only 4% of training institutes have adopted virtual learning platforms.

While the lack of technology use in the classroom is potentially linked to financial constraints, it appears that there is room for improvement in the frequency of curriculum revision and the use of technologies to more effectively deliver instruction linked to the curriculum.

Note that, as opposed to the questions asked for Figure 11, this portion of the survey focused specifically on the hands-on use of technology in the classroom. Survey respondents were asked if their training institution already offers new courses specifically for 4IR technologies (e.g., educating on the use of 4IR technologies in specific industry sectors). Some institutions may have dedicated training programs related to 4IR skills, which could be soft skills (Figure 23), but have not gone as far as focusing on the use of 4IR technology/machines in courses, e.g., training students to work with or operate robotic manufacturing assistants, etc., or having such technology available for students. Hence, this more nuanced question was included in the survey.
Beyond the classroom, Vietnamese training institutions participate in several activities aimed at improving industry employment opportunities for their graduates (Figure 28). Of the surveyed institutions, 79% provide career guidance and 63% facilitate company visits and field trips for students. Where Vietnamese training institutions appear to struggle more is providing students with the right information to make informed career and life choices; only 52% inform students about the type of employment and wages earned by alumni, and 45% provide information on the type of employment and potential wages in different industries and occupations, as well as information on graduation rates. Only 39% provide noncareer advice and support for students such as financial and personal counselling.

### Industry Engagement

Training institutions surveyed displayed very positive levels of interaction with potential employers, which contrasts with anecdotal evidence from targeted interviews with training institutions and from in-country consultation workshops. Of surveyed training institutions, 43% state that they communicate and coordinate with employers in relevant sectors several times a year and 36% state that they engage at least a couple of times a year (Figure 29).
Many training institutions (77%) indicated that they gathered input for curricula and worked with industry to organize internships for students (Figure 30). According to stakeholders at the country consultation workshop in Ha Noi in October 2019, TVET institutions in Viet Nam are increasingly placing a heavy focus on internships paired with “pay for performance” model where students do not pay if they do not match the skill requirements from firms (both tested during internships and after employment). This is particularly true for the food-processing industries. Unfortunately, not many make use of employer-provided equipment and facilities.

Employers in the surveyed sectors, logistics and agro-processing, are active in engaging training institutions (Figure 31). For example, 67% of surveyed firms in both industries offer internships, and 55% from the logistics industry and 61% from agro-processing participate in or organize job fairs. Even if employers are not currently engaged in activities, such as providing equipment and facilities, a large majority are willing to explore such models.
Figure 30: Potential Partnerships and Engagement Between Industry and Training Sector

Training Sector: Employers

Training institutions in Viet Nam report active engagement with employers with curriculum input and internships being most common

Percent of surveyed training institutions (%)

- Gather input for curriculum from industry: 77%
- Organize industry internships for students: 73%
- Organize workplace-based training for students: 66%
- Work with employers to organize job fairs to advertise job opportunities: 64%
- Work with employers on train-the-teacher programs to foster industry relevance: 64%
- Use employer provided equipment, facilities, or technology for hands-on training: 38%

Source: Training institution survey on impact of Industry 4.0 in Viet Nam; n = 56.

Figure 31: Potential Partnerships and Engagement Between Industry and Training Sector

Training Sector: Employers

Across the board, the industries appear active in engaging the training sector, and most employers are willing to explore new options

Percent of surveyed employers (%)

- Offer student internships and apprenticeships: Logistics employers 67%, Agro-processing employers 67%
- Participate in and/or organize job fairs to advertise job opportunities: Logistics employers 55%, Agro-processing employers 61%
- Work with providers to determine what courses to offer: Logistics employers 49%, Agro-processing employers 51%
- Provide input or otherwise helps to develop education and/or training curriculum: Logistics employers 47%, Agro-processing employers 53%
- Provide train-the-teacher programs to teachers/instructors at training institutions: Logistics employers 37%, Agro-processing employers 43%
- Provide equipment, facilities or technology for hands-on training to training institutions: Logistics employers 35%, Agro-processing employers 41%

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution.

Source: Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the logistics industry in Viet Nam, n = 51; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the agroprocessing industry in Viet Nam, n = 51.
Employers in the surveyed sectors also appear reasonably active in employer-led training efforts. Of surveyed logistics businesses, 83% agree or strongly agree with the statement that most of their staff have received training in the past 12 months. While the number is lower for the agro-processing industry at 68%, this is still high. The amount of training received can differ by occupation and industry though. For example, workers in managerial, technical, and customer-facing roles in the logistics industry receive up to 8 days a year of professional and on-the-job training each (Figure 32). Administrative roles and manual jobs also receive at least 6 days of professional and on-the-job training each year. Employer-led training in the agro-processing industry appears lower across the board, in particular for administrative and customer-facing roles who on average receive 1 day less of professional and on-the-job training each.

### Teachers, Trainers, and Instructors

It is encouraging to see that many training institutions are actively engaged in performance assessment of their teaching and training staff, with over 80% providing frequent feedback and formal annual/semi-annual performance reviews (Figure 33). Unfortunately, fewer institutions are developing their staff; 63% allow instructors to devote working hours to refresh their practical knowledge and/or learn new techniques on their own, and even fewer, 52%, provide ongoing professional development and industry-relevant training for instructors. Only 52% have regular visits from company representatives that could help with conveying new techniques to training staff.
Performance and Policy Support

Of the training institutions surveyed, 72% face difficulties filling student spots and vacancies across their courses (Figure 34); 7% even experience extreme difficulties in doing so. The key reasons for these difficulties appear to be related to a lack of information among potential students. For example, 58% of the institutions facing difficulties in filling vacancies believe that an inability among trainees to differentiate programs and institutions by quality to be responsible for the low uptake. Further, 42% believe students do not perceive attending training institutions to be helpful to developing job-related skills and 39% see a lack of students’ knowledge about the programs available to them as a key driver. This finding also emerged from a recent World Bank research in the logistics industry, which concluded that most potential candidates know little about the type of services offered by service providers, about career opportunities, and about the skills profile required by hiring firms.34

Training institutions’ opinions on government policy are mostly positive (Figure 35). For example, 80% of training institutions feel that government policies on opening or expanding new programs have been beneficial for them. Further, 74% feel government funding of students is beneficial, while 18% even ascribe a strong positive effect.

Figure 34: Difficulty to Fill Student Spots or Vacancies at Training Institutions

Training Sector: Policy

Over 70% of training institutions find it difficult to fill student vacancies, mostly as a result of a lack of information among potential trainees.

Percent of survey respondents (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty Level</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremely difficult</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat difficult</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely easy</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

72% of training institutions find it at least somewhat difficult to fill vacancies.

Why is it difficult to fill seats at your institution?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty Factor</th>
<th>Percent of survey respondents (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inability of trainees to differentiate quality programs</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students do not perceive institution as helpful to develop job-related skills</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of knowledge about programs amongst trainees</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical distance from trainees’ homes</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students do not think training is needed to find jobs</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of price competitiveness</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Training Institute survey on impact of 4IR in Viet Nam; n = 53.

Figure 35: Training Institutions’ Perception of Policy Effectiveness

Training Sector: Policy

Policy aimed at opening and expanding new programs as well as funding for students is deemed as most effective by training institutions.

Percent of survey respondents (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Area</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
<th>Negative Effect</th>
<th>Strong Negative Effect</th>
<th>Positive Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government policies on opening or expanding new training or educational programs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government funding of students</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government certification of instructors</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government inspection and certification processes that assess quality of education institutions</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government curriculum standards</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Training institution survey on impact of Industry 4.0 in Viet Nam; n = 55.
Training institutions are also looking to policymakers to address challenges (Figure 36). For example, 57% of institutions agree that government-enforced quality assurance mechanisms could (i) raise the quality of technical and vocational training, and (ii) give potential students the confidence in institutions’ quality, combating above-described information failure. Further, autonomy for institutions to set their own standards and certification processes could align certification with industry requirements and address students’ perception of training as not being helpful.

**Supply and Demand Mismatches**

As shown earlier, employers agree that there is a sufficient volume of graduates to meet entry-level hiring needs. Similarly, most training institutions (68%) agree there is enough demand from employers for graduates to ensure employment. As a result, training institutions reported that on average, 80% of their graduates find jobs after they graduate. However, there appear to be significant mismatches between the skills and certifications obtained by graduates, and those required by their prospective employers.

According to the training institutions surveyed, the most common reason why graduates may not be able to find a job is that the certifications provided are not well-recognized by employers (Figure 37). This finding could be linked to insights from the policy assessment, discussed in Chapter 3, that has found that there is a negative bias toward vocational education, favoring graduates with academic degrees,
which has led to an oversupply of degrees. The second most common reason is that graduates are not adequately prepared for the jobs they are looking for.

The second mismatch is with the actual skills, or the level of skills (i.e., basic, intermediate, advanced etc.) that graduates possess when they complete training or education. There seems to be a large misalignment between training institutions’ expectation of graduate preparedness for work, and employers’ expectations about graduates’ skills required to perform well in entry-level roles. As Figure 38 shows, 80% of training institutes believe their graduates to be adequately prepared for entry-level positions. They also believe them to have the appropriate “general” skills and “job-specific” skills. This is in stark contrast to less than 40% of surveyed employers who agree or strongly agree with fresh graduates being adequately prepared for entry-level positions. While employers’ perceptions of graduates’ general and job-specific skills are better, they still fall short of training institutions’ expectations.

This significant mismatch in skill expectations between employers and training institutions is particularly surprising given the high reported levels of engagement between employers and training institutions (noted earlier). These results suggest that while training institutions may have a good understanding of the skill categories of rising importance for 4IR (as shown in sub–chapter 2.1.1), the actual implementation of skill training, or depth and specific type of skills taught, do not match industry requirements.
Figure 38: Perception of Graduates’ Preparedness for Entry-Level Positions

On average, training institutions are more optimistic about the preparedness of graduates for work than what employers report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent of survey respondents (%)</th>
<th>Training Institutions</th>
<th>Logistics employers</th>
<th>Agro-processing employers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graduates are adequately prepared for entry-level positions</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduates have the appropriate “general” skills</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduates have the appropriate “job-specific” skills</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution.

Source: Training Institute survey on impact of 4IR in Viet Nam, n = 55; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the logistics industry in Viet Nam, n = 51; Employer survey on impact of 4IR on the agro-processing industry in Viet Nam, n = 51.
A thorough scan of all ongoing policies and programs by the government, industry, and civil society in Viet Nam reveals a range of strategies that seek to improve the readiness of the national workforce for 4IR. A considerable amount of focus has been placed on ensuring the relevance and agility of education and training curriculums to emerging skill needs, as well as in fostering closer collaboration between governments, industry, and civil society to create effective and relevant nationwide retraining frameworks. However, there appears to be weaker focus on several critical policy areas. These include ensuring a strong and even adoption of 4IR by firms, building awareness of “in demand” skills, creating incentives for employers and workers to participate in skills development, and inclusive models for underserved communities. While the success of the country’s yet-to-be-published 4IR policy remains to be seen, significant effort appears to have been directed at ensuring this is forward-looking and robustly developed based on a local evidence base. However, there is scope for the improvement of coordination mechanisms between different government ministries and levels, as well as the alignment of government financing with strategic policy priorities.

The policy assessment leverages a combination of government documents relevant to 4IR and skills, academic literature, as well as relevant local surveys. These sources have been referenced throughout the report.

Overview of the Industry 4.0 Policy Landscape

Viet Nam has posted significant, steady growth over the last decades as the economy and population have benefited from a steady series of liberalizing economic reforms, starting with the Đổi Mới reforms of the 1980s. The leadership of the country understands that its own future is dependent on the continuation of this positive trajectory, and, overall, the policy direction trends in a progressive manner. Since the first articulation of the 4IR concept internationally, Viet Nam’s leaders have embraced the notion, seeing adoption of its principles as the next logical evolution of the economy (and therefore the source of continued economic growth).

Thus far, this attention has manifested in the form of public statements from the Prime Minister and various others on the importance of 4IR; urging to various sectors, educational institutions, and government bodies to adopt 4IR; many forums and conferences on the topic; and even dedicated research and consulting projects. However, at this stage, such discussions remain in the abstract and lack concrete actions. A national strategy for 4IR is being drafted, but such documents in Viet Nam tend to be directional and provide general guidance; specifics on discrete policies and budget allocations will come only with more time.
That said, many parts of the government have been heading in the general direction of 4IR since before the concept was articulated as such. For instance, the opening of the country’s vocational education system was already well underway and has made space for increases in collaboration with industry, more tailored curriculum, and a greater focus on skills. Relevant ministries have authored policies and directives that build on this momentum. Table 1 summarizes Viet Nam’s key policy documents, with further information provided in the remainder of this chapter.

**Table 1: Key Policies Relevant to Managing the Impact of 4IR on Skills in Viet Nam**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Document</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Responsible entity</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Strategy for 4IR</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>Ministry of Planning and Investment/Central Institute for Economic Management</td>
<td>High-level direction on 4IR in most relevant areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution No.52-NQ/TW</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Politburo</td>
<td>“A number of guidelines and policies to actively participate in the Industrial Revolution 4.0” (quoted from Resolution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision 999/QD-Ttg</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Ministry of Industry and Trade</td>
<td>Lays the groundwork for integrating flexible forms of labor more fully into the economy by instructing ministries to update and adapt regulations to the new technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive 16 “on the strengthening of the ability to access the Fourth Industrial Revolution”</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Ministry of Science and Technology; Ministry of Information and Communications</td>
<td>Assigned respective ministries to act in six specific areas to support 4IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Qualification Framework</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Ministry of Education and Training</td>
<td>Provides eight levels of qualifications mastery across sectors, designed to be compatible with the ASEAN Qualifications Reference Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision 761 on accrediting “High Quality TVET Institutions”</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Ministry of Labor, Invalids, and Social Affairs</td>
<td>The decision provided for aggressive investment in vocational school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law on Vocational Education</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>The National Assembly of Viet Nam</td>
<td>Governing law on vocational education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution, ASEAN = Association of Southeast Asian Nations, TVET = technical vocational education and training.

Viet Nam’s government policies that are most relevant to the future of 4IR include:

(i) **National Strategy to Promote Adoption of 4IR.** The country’s strategy for 4IR is being drafted by the Central Institute for Economic Management (CIEM), a think tank belonging to the Ministry of Planning and Investment. The work is being informed by a number of research efforts and will examine impacts of nine technologies—including autonomous robots, IoT, augmented reality, and big data—and their relevance to the economy of Viet Nam using benchmarks from other countries. The current draft provides high-level direction in important areas like improving government response to 4IR, strengthening infrastructure and connectivity, improving higher and vocational education, and increasing research and development in relevant sectors.  

(ii) **Resolution No.52-NQ/TW (27 September 2019) of the Politburo on “A number of guidelines and policies to actively participate in the Industrial Revolution 4.0”** includes eight main guidelines. The fifth guideline is related to developing human resources, embedding minimum contents of digital and foreign language skills into education programs; innovating teaching and learning based on the application of digital technology; and continuing to improve mechanisms and policies to encourage, attract and develop high-quality human resources. The government will soon have an action plan for this Resolution.

(iii) **Directive No. 16 on the Strengthening of the Ability to Access the Fourth Industrial Revolution (2017)*** assigned respective ministries to act in six specific areas, including developing ICT infrastructure, supporting innovation, reforming science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) and vocational education, and improving business conditions for companies.

(iv) **Decision 761 on Accrediting “High Quality TVET Institutions” (2014)** provided for aggressive investment in vocational schools. The country selected 45 schools with a vision to meet specific criteria for “high quality” schools by 2020. This was done via investment in quality assurance, teacher and staff training, facilities, simulators, accreditation, certification, and digitalization, as well as granting greater financial autonomy (and preferential tax treatment) to the vocational school network. The program has yielded meaningful success.

(v) **Decision No. 630 on Approving the Vocational Training Development Strategy for the 2011–2020 Period*** is the current governing strategy for vocational training. It called for investments in the number of facilities and equipment, quality and quantity of programs or curriculum and teachers, promoting vocational professions, cooperation with businesses, and seeking international support. This has been updated and augmented in various ways, including a statement from the Directorate of Vocational Education and Training articulating strategies for supporting 4IR around improving training programs, developing teachers, and matching ASEAN standards for qualifications.

---

Assessment of Current Policy Approaches in Viet Nam Related to Industry 4.0

A diagnostic approach was taken to understand two important aspects of Viet Nam’s 4IR policy approach: (i) “the what,” that is, the specific policies being adopted by Viet Nam and how they compare to a set of international 4IR best practices; and (ii) “the how,” that is, the implementation mechanisms.

Assessment of Policy Actions (“The What”)
The country’s policies and programs have been grouped into nine action areas assessed to be most crucial to managing the impact of Industry 4.0 on jobs and skills. Figure 39 shows the current degree of focus by the country for each action area. The current degree of focus on each action area has been

Figure 39: Strength of Focus of Policy Actions to Manage the Impact of Industry 4.0 on Jobs and Skills in Viet Nam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action agenda</th>
<th>Key action</th>
<th>Degree of current focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stimulate Industry 4.0 adoption and worker</strong></td>
<td>Ensure strong and even adoption of 4IR across firms and workers</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Build awareness of “in-demand” jobs and skills, as well as the benefits and opportunities of training</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incentivize employers and workers to participate in skills development</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foster close collaboration between governments, industry and civil society to create relevant and effective nationwide retraining frameworks</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Create new flexible qualification pathways</strong></td>
<td>Establish effective lifelong learning models</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ensure relevance and agility of education and training curriculums to emerging skill needs</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Encourage focus on skills rather than just qualifications in both recruitment and national labor market strategies</td>
<td>Weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Build inclusiveness to extend 4IR benefits to all workers</strong></td>
<td>Build inclusive models that allow underserved groups to benefit from 4IR</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create social protection mechanisms for workers taking on flexible forms of labor</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution.

Degree of focus was assessed based on the following criteria: “Strong” – few or no gaps between the country’s coverage of policy actions and coverage seen in international best practices; “Moderate” – medium level of gaps between the country’s coverage of policy actions and coverage seen in international best practices; “Weak” – significant gaps between the country’s coverage of policy actions and coverage seen in international best practices.

Source: Literature review; AlphaBeta analysis.

---

rated as “strong”, “moderate” or “weak” based on the analyzed extent of the policies’ coverage in terms of scope and scale in comparison with those observed in international best practices.

Across the different actions of relevance for 4IR, Viet Nam has placed the strongest focus on ensuring the relevance and agility of education and the training curriculum to meet emerging skills needs. This can be seen in the many efforts already undertaken across primary, secondary, TVET, and tertiary programs to revise and strengthen the curriculum. Beyond this, there is good evidence that the country is strengthening lifelong learning models (e.g., the Viet Nam Association for Learning Promotion) and fostering collaboration between governments, industry, and civil society. Across the remaining actions, while Viet Nam has some activities in most areas, there are still significant opportunities to strengthen policy approaches. More specifically:

(i) **Stimulating industry adoption and worker reskilling.** Two key gaps in this area are the lack of awareness of in-demand jobs and skills; and the lack of strong incentives for firms to invest in training for 4IR. For example, 5% more employers in Viet Nam would rather hire new staff with the required skills than retrain existing workers; in addition, 68% of employers simply expect employees to pick up skills on the job.\(^42\) There are similar gaps with knowledge of in-demand jobs and skills, and the required trainings. For example, 39% of training institutions (surveyed in Chapter 2) highlighted a lack of knowledge about programs among trainees as a key barrier to fill courses on 4IR.

(ii) **Creating new flexible qualification pathways.** In this area, Viet Nam has placed the strongest focus on ensuring training curricula meet emerging needs. Beyond this, there is good evidence that the country is strengthening lifelong learning models (e.g., the Viet Nam Association for Learning Promotion) and fostering collaboration between governments, industry, and civil society. However, many collaborations between industry and academia are still piecemeal and there is a lack of coordinated sector level efforts to align on key skills and qualification frameworks. Similarly, there is still a strong focus on traditional qualifications.

(iii) **Building inclusiveness to extend the benefits of 4IR to underserved communities.** Women and minorities are benefiting the least from the growing labor market, despite Viet Nam having one of the highest female workforce participation rates in the world (48%).\(^43\) There are also large gaps in training rates of employees in urban areas (30.9%) versus rural areas (9.0%). In addition, given the currently limited social protection even for regular workers, there is still some way to go to protect on-demand, or flexible workers in the new economy.

**Assessment of Implementation of Industry 4.0 Policies (“The How”)**

Implementation of Viet Nam 4IR strategy for jobs and skills was assessed against three dimensions found to be crucial for success according to past academic work: the clarity and robustness of plans, strength of coordination between different stakeholders, and the alignment of financing and incentives (Figure 40).\(^44\)


The national strategies are still a work in progress and many of the elements above depend on that as a starting point. More specifically:

(i) Clarity and robustness of plans. Viet Nam’s 4IR strategy is a work in progress. CIEM is currently finalizing a comprehensive national strategy for 4IR. A first draft has been completed, but it has not been made publicly available, so to date there is no formal direction or policy on 4IR.\textsuperscript{45} Where there are directives, decisions, and policies relevant to future skills and/or 4IR, they tend to offer only high-level guidance without much specificity—e.g., urging leaders at all levels to improve awareness of job opportunities coming from vocational education.\textsuperscript{46}

---

\textsuperscript{45} Based on stakeholder discussion with CIEM, July 2019. (In 2018, Boston Consulting Group and CIEM laid the groundwork with an initial analysis on the economic and labor impacts of 4IR on Viet Nam.)

(ii) **Strength of coordination between different stakeholders.** For skills and education programs to be effective in responding to 4IR, it is critical that all stakeholders are coordinated and aligned on these programs, their objectives, implementation mechanisms and all related information. While the release of the National Strategy on 4IR in Viet Nam should help align all government stakeholders on a common approach, the level of coordination between different ministries and levels of government on implementing this policy and integrating it with other relevant policies will prove a meaningful test of the strategy’s effectiveness. Alignment within and between industry and the training and education sectors on the skills demanded and the training required to supply them appears to be inadequate.

(iii) **Alignment of financing and incentives.** To date, there has been no direct financing or incentives for 4IR skills development beyond efforts to upgrade the educational system in general. Incentives for employers and current workers to engage more fully in upskilling are also limited.
The previous three chapters highlighted a series of challenges facing Viet Nam in relation to 4IR. This chapter summarizes those challenges and identifies several recommendations based on international best practices.

**The COVID-19 Effect**

The study was undertaken and completed prior to the spread of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19), which has caused unprecedented disruptions to global labor markets. This study’s policy recommendations and strategies to strengthen widespread digital capabilities, enhance online or distant learning, digital platforms, education technology, and simulation-based learning have become all the more relevant in the aftermath of COVID-19. The key approaches discussed and elaborated in the report bear great relevance to the current context of countries experiencing nationwide closures of schools and training institutes. The expectation is also that, post-COVID-19, there would be operating procedures that constitute a “new normal” that entails far more digital capabilities in the workplace. Hence, the findings of this study and the follow-on policy directions are very timely and crucial for facilitating a sustainable COVID-19 strategy.

Viet Nam’s agro-processing and logistics sectors have been extensively and adversely affected by COVID-19. In agro-processing, because of the pervasive impact on supply chains and value chains, the industry will need to rethink potential lasting shifts in consumer behavior in dealing with the COVID-19 response. Food retailers are likely to scale up e-commerce. The logistics part of the sector is likely to become more tech-oriented, calling for new skills and talent. The logistics sector itself is expected to experience a significant upswing due to COVID-19 arising from the growth of e-commerce and the changing nature of retail business due to the pandemic. A bounce-back strategy will entail embracing digital supply chains and launching digital sales and marketing initiatives. Hence the upskilling and reskilling on 4IR-related occupations is even more urgent for the revival of the economy and economic stimulus needed post-COVID-19.

The study obviously does not address the implications of COVID-19 in Viet Nam; however, the policy directions and future investments for higher order skills, particularly in the digital domain, are eminently suitable for the country to reimagine new beginnings for the two sectors.

**Recap of Industry 4.0-Related Challenges Facing Viet Nam**

Figure 41 recaps the challenges facing Viet Nam from the industry analysis (Chapter 1), the training institute survey (Chapter 2), and the policy assessment (Chapter 3).
Figure 41: Recap of Challenges Facing Viet Nam in Relation to 4IR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Key challenges</th>
<th>Factoids</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sector-level analysis</td>
<td>Large displacement of workers in certain sectors, with large gender implications</td>
<td>26% and 33% of current workforce in logistics and agro-processing respectively could potentially be displaced by 4IR technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training institute survey</td>
<td>Large shift in tasks and skill requirements</td>
<td>Agro-processing workers could be spending over 12% less time on routine physical tasks by 2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy assessment</td>
<td>Significant ramp up of on-the-job training, particularly for analytical skills</td>
<td>48%–65% of new trainings related to 4IR will need to be delivered on-the-job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inability of trainees to differentiate quality of training programs</td>
<td>58% of training institutions highlighted this is the key reason for inability to fill courses on 4IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mismatch on skill expectations</td>
<td>80% of training institutions believe graduates to be adequately prepared for job market, but less than 40% of employers agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited adoption of 4IR technologies in the classroom</td>
<td>Only 4% of training institutions are using virtual learning platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of flexible skill certification programs</td>
<td>Strong focus on traditional qualifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of awareness of training opportunities</td>
<td>39% of training institutions highlighted a lack of knowledge about programs among trainees as a key barrier to fill courses on 4IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of incentives for investment by firms in working training</td>
<td>5% more employers would rather hire new staff with required skills than retain existing workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of inclusive skilling opportunities</td>
<td>There are also large gaps in training rated of employees in urban areas (~31%) versus rural areas (9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Source: Asian Development Bank and AlphaBeta.

Recommendations to Address Challenges

Drawing upon international best practices, several recommendations have been outlined to strengthen Viet Nam's approach in terms of both policy scope and implementation processes (Figure 42). For each recommendation, a series of steps or possible approaches have been laid out as a practical roadmap for implementation in Viet Nam. Table 2 shows the key entity suggested to take the lead for each recommendation, as well as the other stakeholders to be involved. These entities span across the government, industry, education, and training sectors, reflecting the importance of strong multi-stakeholder partnerships for implementing them.

Recommendation 1: Develop Industry 4.0 transformation road maps for key sectors.
As the 4IR strategy is launched by Viet Nam, a practical starting point for its implementation could be to develop Singapore-style industry transformation maps (ITMs), which provide information on technology impacts, career pathways, the skills required for different occupations and reskilling options for different industries (Box 7). Industry-specific roadmaps for the logistics and agro-processing industries could be a useful starting point.
Table 2: Examples of 4IR Skills-Related Best Practices from Around the World

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Common challenges</th>
<th>Examples of countries where recommendation was implemented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Develop 4IR transformation roadmaps for key sectors</td>
<td>- Large displacement of workers in certain sectors, with large gender implications</td>
<td>- Australia, Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Develop a series of industry-led TVET programs targeting skills for 4IR</td>
<td>- Mismatch on skills expectations</td>
<td>- Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, India, Norway, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Upgrade training delivery through 4IR technology in classrooms and training facilities</td>
<td>- Significant ramp up of on-the-job training, particularly for analytical skills</td>
<td>- Austria, Ireland, Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Develop flexible and modular skill certification programs</td>
<td>- Inability of trainees to differentiate quality of training programs</td>
<td>- South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Build programs to raise awareness of reskilling benefits, critical skills, and training opportunities</td>
<td>- Lack of awareness of training opportunities</td>
<td>- Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Implement an incentive scheme for firms to train employees for 4IR</td>
<td>- Lack of incentives for investment by firms in worker training</td>
<td>- Malaysia, Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Formulate new approaches and measures to strengthen inclusion and social protection in the context of 4IR</td>
<td>- Lack of inclusive skilling opportunities and social protection mechanisms for vulnerable workers</td>
<td>- Australia, Japan, Malaysia, Republic of Korea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution.

Source: Asian Development Bank and AlphaBeta.

This would include the creation of skills councils—employer-led organizations that would help support the development of occupational standards and qualifications frameworks in different industries. These skills councils could be led by a joint committee involving the Ministry of Industry and Trade (due to the link between 4IR and economic development), as well as the Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs (due to the focus on workforce skills development). These councils would develop an understanding of the future skills needed in their industry, and contribute to occupational standards, apprenticeship frameworks, and qualification frameworks. During the country consultation workshop in Hanoi in October 2019, the need to form effective skills councils was highlighted as a key area of reform. Interestingly, the employer and training institution surveys in this report highlighted that, despite significant reported engagements with industry by training institutions, there is a challenge with the recognition of qualifications by industry and the perceived quality of the graduates of training institutions. In December 2018, a Meeting of the Development Partners in Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) Sector was held in Hanoi to discuss skills councils and relevant international models.47 In developing these roadmaps, there is a strong need for the ministries leading this effort to work closely with industry associations, employers with deep experience in training workers on 4IR skills, as well as training and higher education institutions in the country.

Table 3: Suggested Leads and Stakeholders to Engage for Potential Actions in the Recommendations to Strengthen the 4IR Approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Key Suggested Lead/s</th>
<th>Stakeholders to Involve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Develop 4IR transformation roadmaps for key sectors</td>
<td>Joint committee constituting the Ministry of Industry and Trade and the Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs</td>
<td>• Industry associations (including representatives from key employers in each sector)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Training institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Higher education institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Develop a series of industry-led TVET programs targeting skills for 4IR</td>
<td>Key employers in each industry</td>
<td>• Training institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Educational institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Upgrade training delivery through 4IR technology in classrooms and training facilities</td>
<td>Ministry of Education and Training</td>
<td>• Ministry of Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Education technology (“EdTech”) companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Develop flexible and modular skill certification programs</td>
<td>Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs and Ministry of Education and Training</td>
<td>• Industry associations (including representatives from key companies with strong training programs in each sector)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Training institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Build programs to raise awareness of reskilling benefits, critical skills, and training opportunities</td>
<td>Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs</td>
<td>• Ministry of Education and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Industry and employer associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Implement an incentive scheme for firms to train employees for 4IR</td>
<td>Joint committee including the Ministry of Planning and Investment, Ministry of Industry and Trade, Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs, and Ministry of Education and Training</td>
<td>• Industry associations (including key employers in each industry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Formulate new approaches and measures to strengthen inclusion and social protection in the context of 4IR</td>
<td>Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs</td>
<td>• Ministry of Education and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Ministry of Trade and Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Industry associations (including key employers in each industry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Nonprofit organizations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4IR = Industry 4.0 or Fourth Industrial Revolution, TVET = technical and vocational education and training. Source: Asian Development Bank and AlphaBeta.
Box 7: Singapore’s Industry Transformation Maps

Singapore’s Industry 4.0 (4IR) effort, comprising the industry transformation maps (ITMs), is overseen by a dedicated body: the Future Economy Council. Chaired by the Deputy Prime Minister, the Future Economy Council is represented by members from the government, industry, unions and educational and training institutes. Each ITM represents the roadmap to 4IR technology adoption for an industry sector. To ensure coordination and accountability within the government, each ITM is championed by a different government agency whose purview is most relevant to the sector. For example, the ITM for the manufacturing sector is led by the Economic Development Agency, while that for the built environment sector is led by the Building and Construction Authority.

The “Skills Framework” is a key component of the ITMs. Co-created by industry, government, and civil society actors, the framework provides key information on career pathways, the existing and emerging skills required for different occupations and reskilling options for different sectors. It also provides a list of training programs for skills upgrading. By virtue of its multi-stakeholder nature, this framework is also intended to benefit not just workers, but also employers. A 2018 survey of over 700 firms in Singapore found that 36% take guidance from the ITMs on how to improve their talent pipeline, and how they could address manpower challenges for different sectors.

---


Source: Asian Development Bank and AlphaBeta.

---

Recommendation 2: Develop a series of industry-led TVET programs targeting skills for Industry 4.0.

The poor quality of TVET programs and their lack of industry relevance was identified in the employer surveys (Chapter 1) and in the training institute survey (Chapter 2). A review of Viet Nam’s quality assurance systems for TVET also highlighted the lack of industry involvement. Strengthening the quality and relevance of TVET programs vis-à-vis the agro-processing and logistics industries is in line with the suggested actions from a report by the Vietnam Logistics Business Association (VLA) and the Vietnam Logistics Research and Development Institute (VLI), which called for training institutions to sign strategic contracts with logistics enterprises to develop human resources that meet specific skill needs related to 4IR.
Box 8: Connecting Students and Industry with Boot Camps

Industry needs appropriately trained recruits, and youth job seekers need to be hired. Boot camps can connect the skills offered by young job seekers to those needed by industry. The “Generation Program” focuses on four industries with teaching facilities in 119 cities in six continents. The program is offered to 18- to 29-year-olds. Among the program’s features are direct contact with potential employers, matching trainee attributes with employer needs, courses that cover technical, behavioral, and mental skills, continuous monitoring, and support during and after the program, and a strong alumni network.

Since its inception, 31,600 people have gone through the training with 80% finding jobs within 3 months of finishing the program and 65% of those stayed with their jobs for at least 1 year. Employers also rate program graduates as higher performing than their peers.

Source: Asian Development Bank and AlphaBeta.

Industry-led TVET programs could work together with industry associations and education institutions to scope them, with support by the Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs. Parameters, potentially informed by international best practices, could include training curricula and their durations, teacher recruitment and training, and applicant criteria. Some notable examples include industry bootcamps by McKinsey & Company’s Generation program, which operates across several countries (Box 8) (footnote 32).

Recommendation 3: Upgrade training delivery through Industry 4.0 technology in classrooms and training facilities.

The survey of training institutions in Chapter 2 revealed that, while many training institutions are using some technologies such as online learning modules, few are using other technologies such as virtual or augmented reality. There are a range of new technologies that could support 4IR instruction in Viet Nam. Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology, for example, has been used to stimulate critical thinking through applying a virtual environment for building and assessing higher order inquiry skills.50 AI-enabled immersive computer games have also been used for science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education in some schools in the United States.51

This is an area in which the Ministry of Education and Training can take the lead with the Ministry of Science and Technology, as well as education technology firms in the country, to incorporate 4IR technologies in classrooms from elementary schools to universities and polytechnics. As installing such technologies and equipment at every institution could be fiscally challenging, a possible way to manage costs while maximizing their benefits is to adopt blended learning approaches. Such approaches combine both classroom and personalized online learning and have been demonstrated to be highly effective at not just improving education outcomes but also addressing gender inequality (Box 9).

---


Box 9: Leveraging Technologies to Improve Education and Address Gender Inequality

Digital technologies have been shown to improve education quality and even manage gender gaps starting from an early age.

The African School for Excellence (ASE), an affordable private secondary school in South Africa, deploys an innovative rotational classroom model in which students rotate between teacher-facilitated lessons, small-group peer-learning activities, and individual work on computers supervised by trainee teachers. Deploying online courses from free products such as the Khan Academy, this blended learning approach innovatively reduces costs through its reliance on a smaller number of highly trained teachers, while enhancing education outcomes with its emphasis on personalized learning and small class sizes. ASE students have been found to outperform the wealthiest students in the country by 2.3 times in mathematics and 1.4 times in English.\(^a\) At the same time, the per-student cost of US$800 a year is low when compared with South African averages of $1,400–$16,500 per year (footnote a).

Such personalized adaptive learning digital tools are also beginning to show their potential in bridging gender differences in students’ attainment from a young age. “onebillion,” a London-based nonprofit organization focused on building scalable educational software for children, launched the app “onecourse,” which delivers content and practice on a tablet.\(^b\) This app was found to prevent a gender gap in reading and mathematics skills among first-grade students in Malawi, potentially by overcoming sociocultural factors responsible for gaps emerging in traditional classroom settings.\(^c\)


Source: Asian Development Bank and AlphaBeta.

Recommendation 4: Develop flexible and modular skill certification programs.

As outlined in Chapter 3, there is still a strong emphasis on traditional qualifications attained through the education system or competency assessments. This recommendation thus encourages a stronger focus on skills—beyond such traditional qualifications—including in both the agro-processing and logistics industries. The Ministry of Labor, Invalids, and Social Affairs could lead this initiative jointly with the Ministry of Education and Training. This initiative would involve (i) reviewing the need for minimum educational qualifications and competency-based assessments in current certification frameworks (together with industry and training institutions); (ii) analyzing the potential impact of complementing or partially replacing such criteria with evidence of skills attainment from pathways such as accredited training programs, industry apprenticeships, and certificates recognizing learning through past work experience (potentially taking reference from Malaysia’s Skills Certification Framework, Box 10); and (iii) synchronizing these processes with the conventional certifications based on academic qualifications (ensuring they are recognized by employers).
Box 10: The Malaysian Skills Certification Program

In Malaysia, individuals who do not possess formal educational qualifications can enter into their desired careers through the Malaysian Skills Certification Program. Recognized by industry, this program awards skills certificates at five different levels:

(i) Malaysian Skills Certificate Level 1
(ii) Malaysian Skills Certificate Level 2
(iii) Malaysian Skills Certificate Level 3
(iv) Diploma in Skills Malaysia Level 4
(v) Malaysian Skills Advanced Diploma Level 5a

These certificates are awarded across all industries of the economy, classified into 22 industries, according to the country’s “National Occupational Skills Standard.”b Importantly, no former educational qualifications are required—the only requirements for candidates are the ability to speak and write in both Bahasa Melayu and English, and the need to have passed a lower Skills Certificate level before being able to qualify for a higher level in the same field.

Candidates may obtain these certificates through three channels: training in institutions accredited by the Jabatan Pembangunan Kemahiran (Department of Skills Development); industry apprenticeships under the National Dual Training System; and through sufficient “Accreditation of Prior Achievement” (footnote a). The third channel refers to accreditation gained through evidence of past work and/or training experience.

With these certificates being accredited as officially recognized qualifications and mapped to equivalent academic qualifications under the Malaysian Qualifications Framework, Malaysian companies are able to take guidance from this framework when assessing the suitability of job candidates without formal education but who possess the relevant skills to excel at the job.c

---


Source: Asian Development Bank and AlphaBeta.

---

**Recommendation 5: Build programs to raise awareness of reskilling benefits, critical skills, and training opportunities.**

Viet Nam possesses a young, highly motivated, and hard-working labor force, but there is a general lack of awareness among workers of in-demand and future skills; lack of awareness was highlighted as one of the key challenges in Chapter 2. The country would benefit from a comprehensive approach to increasing awareness of reskilling benefits for employees and employers alike.
Elements of such a program could include:

(i) **Develop real-time online information and mobile applications on in-demand skills.** Viet Nam could develop up-to-date online information about the current labor market, including salaries, skill requirements, and demand trends. Box 11 provides some examples that could inform the design of this effort. A starting point would be to conduct a survey to understand how students and workers currently find labor market information and the challenges they encounter, and to conduct a detailed landscape review of any sources of information. This could then inform the design of this online depository.

(ii) **Develop an outreach program to inform workers and employers of available skills training and support.** The Government of Singapore has established a dedicated unit to educate firms about worker reskilling needs and opportunities under the government’s skills training courses.52 A starting point in Viet Nam could be to develop an approach for one particular sector (e.g., logistics or agro-processing), which would include sharing information on skill demand trends, available courses, and training support. A randomized control trial could measure changes in uptake of training in these sectors versus other sectors. Subject to the results, this approach could then be refined and scaled to other sectors, incorporating the relevant lessons from this pilot.

---

This initiative could be led by the Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs, and given the strong implications for education policy and curricula it is recommended that this is done in close consultation with the Ministry of Education and Training. To ensure that a thorough understanding of skill needs is forged in this framework, industry and employer associations should be consulted or brought in as part of a public–private taskforce.

**Recommendation 6: Implement an incentive scheme for firms to train employees for Industry 4.0.**

Despite the substantial productivity gains 4IR technologies could bring about (as demonstrated in Chapter 1), employer-led training efforts in Viet Nam remain limited. A recent survey showed that 5% more employers in Viet Nam would rather hire new staff with the required skills than retrain existing workers, and that 68% of employers simply expect employees to pick up skills on the job. In-country consultations with government and industry representatives reflect that despite a number of reforms to incentivize training by employers (e.g., Law 78 on exemptions from enterprise tax; Article 3 removing value-added taxes on training courses; customs tax exemptions from the import of training materials that are unavailable in the country), there still remained a gap.

Low employer-led training rates in the country could be explained by two sources of market failures:

(i) There are information asymmetries pertaining to a limited awareness of the new skills that are required for 4IR. In-country consultations with stakeholders reveal a lack of national or industry-wide frameworks that map 4IR technologies to new skill needs.

(ii) Another area of information asymmetry is the lack of knowledge by employers and their workers about the availability of 4IR-relevant courses by training institutions. Of the training institutions, 39% surveyed highlighted a lack of knowledge about programs among trainees as a key barrier to fill courses on 4IR (Chapter 2).

Given the above, it is critical to develop a set of support programs to encourage firms to invest in relevant 4IR training for their workers. A starting point to address these incentives could be to survey employers to better understand the barriers to more investment in training, and to test a range of possible incentives. This could include options such as tax relief in exchange for employees going through training programs (whether through TVET, third-party training institutes, or in-house) or offering delivery of TVET programs on-site for large employers. The cost-benefit of each scheme would then need to be rigorously assessed before being piloted. Box 12 provides some international examples that could inform Viet Nam’s approach.

This action could be potentially led by a joint committee including the Ministry of Planning and Investment (given the financial resources required to be deployed), the Ministry of Industry and Trade, the Ministry of Labor, Invalids, and Social Affairs, as well as the Ministry of Education and Training. To ensure that the schemes will be taken up by industry eventually, associations and key employers would need to be consulted during the design process.

---

Box 12: Incentive Schemes for Firm Training in the Region

The Government of Singapore provides firm subsidies for employee training course fees and absentee payroll salary costs, with higher incentives being awarded for courses that are government-certified. For example, while subsidies for both government-certified and “approved certifiable” courses cover 90% to 95% of course fees, those for the approved certifiable courses have hourly caps. On the other hand, the subsidies for non-certifiable courses are lower at $2 per hour of training. Absentee payroll funding is also accessible and cover up to 95% of hourly basic salary. The Government of Malaysia has a similar program known as “Skills Upgrading Program”, which provides grants covering 70% of training fees for small and medium-sized enterprises for technical and soft skills.

Recommendation 7: Formulate new approaches and measures to strengthen inclusion and social protection in the context of Industry 4.0.

Beyond out-of-school programs that take place on a relatively ad hoc basis and at limited scale, Viet Nam has few formal skills and education programs targeted at vulnerable sectors of the population. With 4IR, new technologies have the propensity to further widen existing inequalities if workers with less access are not sufficiently reskilled. This inclusiveness is even more important given the inadequacies of education and training facilities in remote areas. This could involve tailoring programs to the needs of specified underserved groups to enhance their employability and ability to benefit from 4IR. The Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs could analyze variations in access to critical skills by age, gender, geography, and economic background. This could then inform the development of targeted training programs, which could be developed in conjunction with other ministries (e.g., the Ministry of Education and Training, and the Ministry of Trade and Industry), the private sector, and civil society organizations such as nonprofit organizations. Possible approaches for such programs include providing access to online learning channels (e.g., the Ministry of Higher Education in Malaysia encourages and supports universities to create massive open online courses mandated to be made available to the general public), developing targeted skills programs for specific underserved groups, and financial incentives for employers to train specific underserved communities (e.g., the Career-up Josei-kin program in Japan provides employers with subsidies for training individuals on nonregular contracts).

---

Industry-specific priorities

While the above recommendations apply to both the logistics and agro-processing industries, there are a set of priorities unique to each industry that should be considered when implementing the respective policy actions. Aimed at tackling the underlying weaknesses in each industry’s ability to reap the benefits from 4IR technologies, these priorities were formed based on the findings in the earlier chapters, as well as by in-country consultations with government, industry and training and education sector stakeholders.

Logistics Industry

- **Improve capacity of employers to deliver on-the-job training.** With the analysis in Chapter 2 finding that much of the 4IR skills development will likely need to take place on the job, and in-country stakeholder consultations revealing this was not taking place at sufficient levels currently, it is critical to enhance the capacity of employers to deliver such training. This means that greater emphasis will have to be placed on increasing employers’ awareness of the importance and net benefits of on-the-job training (e.g., through engaging employers in the 4IR transformation roadmaps as outlined in Recommendation 1), enhancing the financial incentives for employers to do this (e.g., by implementing the incentive schemes outlined in Recommendation 6), and increasing their own capacity and adaptiveness to 4IR technologies (e.g., by developing flexible training programs for employers themselves as outlined in Recommendation 4).

- **Develop a standardized set of 4IR skills requirements and training curricula.** In-country consultations with industry stakeholders showed that, while there were current partnerships forged between logistics firms and educational and training institutions to improve the relevance of their curricula, these tended to take place on an ad-hoc basis (e.g., only some TVET centers have logistics majors), and were sporadic throughout the industry as well as in the education and training landscape. This has led to uncertainty about the standard required of workers in the industry and unevenness in training and education curriculums across institutions (which depend largely on the industry partners they worked with). As result, there has been a strong call by the industry for the government to standardize skill requirements for the industry (which can be achieved through the 4IR transformation roadmaps outlined in Recommendation 1), and to enforce them across all training programs (as in the modular skill certification programs outlined in Recommendation 5).

- **Leverage growth of local e-commerce industry to build 4IR readiness.** Despite the rapid growth of Viet Nam’s e-commerce industry over recent years (a recent report found that the gross merchandise value of e-commerce services in the country grew at a staggering 81% per annum between 2015 and 2019), the logistics industry, which is required to support this e-commerce growth, has been characterized by consulted industry stakeholders to be slow in its innovation and even a bottleneck to this growth. Both industries also have the potential to benefit from IoT-enabled goods-tracking technology, as well as predictive analytics for supply chain management. There is thus a strong potential for strategic partnerships between companies from both industries that could boost 4IR adoption and knowhow in the logistics industry, while enhancing e-commerce delivery services. These partnerships could be instrumental to enhancing the effectiveness of the recommended actions for the logistics industry, for example, in developing 4IR skills roadmaps (Recommendation 1) and industry-led training efforts (Recommendation 2).

---

57 Based on consultation with the Ministry of Industry and Trade in July 2019.
Agro-processing Industry

- **Address the potentially disproportionate impact of technological disruption on females.**
  Both the employer survey and in-country consultations with industry representatives, government officials, and nongovernment organizations revealed that females are likely to be proportionately impacted by potential 4IR-related job displacements, given that they constitute a large share of workers in the industry. It is thus important that the training programs described in the recommendations incorporate gender-sensitive approaches (e.g., Recommendation 2 on industry-led TVET programs; Recommendation 4 on flexible skill certification programs; Recommendation 7 on formulation of new training approaches for vulnerable workers). These could include consideration of teaching pedagogies that have been demonstrated to be more effective for female learners (e.g., having female STEM role models as trainers).58

- **Enhance employers’ knowledge of 4IR technologies.** The employer survey in Chapter 1 showed that most agro-processing firms are unaware of the different types of 4IR technologies, and their potential productivity benefits. This necessitates a strong focus on enhancing industry leaders and employers’ understanding of 4IR in the first stage of any of the recommended policy actions. For example, before developing the skills framework within the sector-specific 4IR transformation roadmaps (Recommendation 1), government and industry stakeholders would have to work with technologists and align with the types of 4IR technologies applicable to the industry. For the agro-processing industry, this list has been shared in Section 1.4.1. It would also be similarly important to cultivate this understanding in downstream employee training programs.

- **Support 4IR knowledge transfer from large companies to micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises.** Viet Nam’s agro-processing industry is an ecosystem consisting of large companies such as Vinamilk and TH Milk, and small and medium-sized family-owned companies. Being better resourced, these large companies are generally in a more advanced stage of 4IR adoption and training than micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs). A key concern reflected by government and industry representatives during in-country stakeholder consultations was that MSMEs would trail larger companies in terms of their 4IR preparedness, and lose competitiveness. There is thus a compelling push for knowledge transfer on 4IR adoption and skills development strategies from these large companies to MSMEs. These large companies can also be instrumental to supporting many of the policy recommendations outlined: from formulating the 4IR transformation roadmaps for the garment manufacturing industry (Recommendation 1) to co-creating the skill certification programs for the industry (Recommendation 4) that MSMEs can then refer to and incorporate into their own training programs. Where the required competencies overlap, there could even be scope for consolidated training programs led by these large companies for the benefit of MSMEs.

---

Together with ADB, the AlphaBeta team consulted a range of government and industry stakeholders in a series of initial consultations in July 2019, and subsequently through a workshop in October 2019. Refer to Tables A1 and A2 for the lists of consulted stakeholders in both engagements.

**Table A1: List of Stakeholders Engaged in Initial Consultations in July 2019**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Stakeholders Engaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government agencies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs – Directorate of Vocational Education and Training (DVET) | • Do Nang Khanh – Deputy Director General  
• Nguyên Chí Trường – Director of Skills Department  
• Ma. Le Van Chuong – Deputy Director of Department Skills Development |
| Ministry of Industry and Trade                                          | • Ms. Pham Ngo Thuy Ninh – Head of Human resource development and Training Division  |
| National Institute for Vocational Training (Vocational research arm of Ministry of Labor) | • Ms. Dang Thi Huyen – Director, Research Center for Skills Development and Vocational Training Standards |
| Industry associations                                                  |                                                                                      |
| Viet Nam Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VCCI)                      | • Tran Thi Lan Anh – Deputy Secretary General, Director General of Bureau for Employers’ Activities  
• Mai Hong Ngoc – Manager Bureau for Employers’ Activities            |
| Viet Nam Association for Vocational Education Training and Social Work (VAVET & SOW) | • Phan Chinh Thuc – Vice Chairman  
• Phan Sy Nghia – Vice Chairman & Chief of Office                     |
| Education and training institutes                                      |                                                                                      |
| Hanoi College for Electronics – Mechanics                              | • Dao Quang Huy – Vice Rector  
• Nguyen Quang Huy – Head of International Relations                    |
| Research institutes                                                    |                                                                                      |
| Central Institute for Economic Management (CIEM)                      | • Nguyên Dinh Cung – President  
• Nguyên Minh Thao – Researcher                                        |

Source: Asian Development Bank and AlphaBeta.
### Table A2: List of Stakeholders Engaged in Country Workshop in October 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Stakeholders engaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government agencies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Industry and Trade</td>
<td>• Duong Huong Quynh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Pham Ngo Thuy Ninh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Thuy Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs (MOLISA)</td>
<td>• Le Thi Thao, Research Center for Skills and TVET Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Nguyen Chi Truong, Director, DVET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Phung Le Khanh, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Planning and Investment (MPI)</td>
<td>• Nguyen Quynh Trang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Education and Training</td>
<td>• Pham Van Son, Former Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industry associations</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viet Nam Chamber of Commerce and Industry</td>
<td>• Pham Thi Phuong Thao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education and training institutes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute of Labour Science and Social Affairs</td>
<td>• Dao Quang Vinh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viet Nam Association for Vocational Education Training and Social Work</td>
<td>• Phan Chinh Thuc, Vice Chairman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Phan Sy Nghia, Vice Chairman and Chief of Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Research institutes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Institute for Economic Management (CIEM)</td>
<td>• Ngo Minh Tuan, Deputy Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VASS – Center for Analysis and Forecast</td>
<td>• Nguyen Thu Huong, Researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILSSA – Research Center for Population and Labor</td>
<td>• Trinh Thu Nga, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multilateral organizations</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Labour Organization (ILO)</td>
<td>• Nguyen Thi Huyen, Project Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan International Cooperation Association (JICA)</td>
<td>• Pham Thi Viet Hoa, Program Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sho To Mita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)</td>
<td>• Tu, Senior Technical Advisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aus4Skills</td>
<td>• Vu Thi Binh Minh, HRD Manager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Asian Development Bank and AlphaBeta.*
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